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ABSTRACT
Reinforced concrete bridge decks are high performance structural elements that
must survive decades of harsh mechanical and environmental loads. The structural health
monitoring of bridges is a primary enabler of safe and cost-effective performance, relying
on frequent inspections and repairs as needed. The undersides of concrete bridge decks
are oft-overlooked areas of inspection, owing to a hard to reach and difficult location to
access. Exacerbating factors to the degradation of concrete bridge decks are the freezethaw cycle and salt water related corrosion common in the world’s Northern climates. As
concrete weathers, it decays. Corrosion induced cracking and delamination are primary
damage modes.
Moreover, budgets are forced to contend with the seasonal roadway damage from
frost-heaves and snowplows, which can lead to delays in the inspection and repair of the
undersides of bridge decks. Years of neglect have led to a growing need for assessment
and repair. Despite this need, the inspection of the undersides of bridge decks is laborious
and costly, requiring the shutdown of road ways, the use of specialized equipment, and an
above-average operator risk.
Ironically, while the cost of early detection of subsurface cracks is prohibitive, the
cost of repair rises when early detection is not feasible. The key is knowing where the
defects are, and how extensive the damage.
In recent decades, numerous methodologies for concrete crack and delamination
detection have become commercially available, however the undersides of bridge decks
continue to pose a challenge. Often, detection is not financially feasible until cracks have
reached the surface, or concrete has fallen off the structure. Reports of vehicles struck by
falling concrete are not uncommon, demonstrating the need for an affordable robust early
detection methodology for failing concrete.
In this thesis, a technology down-select is performed to determine the optimal solution to detecting subsurface delaminations in the underside of concrete bridge decks. The
solution alighted upon is an active acoustic sensor (AAS) mounted on an unmanned arial
vehicle (UAV) platform to tap and listen to the underside of bridge decks. A mechanical
tapping mechanism is developed to acquire the tap data remotely using a high frequency
acoustic sensor. Embedded void concrete samples of 12” and 24” form factors are used as
test beds in laboratory conditions. Subsequent post-processing using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and the Welch Power Spectral Density (PSD) and Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) are used to differentiate a solid slab from one with a void.
This research has shown the methodology to be feasible, and has laid the
groundwork for additional effort to refine the design and bring it to a readiness level robust
enough for in-situ testing in the field.
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CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH FOCUS

1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation
The degradation of the underside of bridge decks is a large and expensive problem.
In cold climates, seasonal temperature gradients exacerbate this degradation by subjecting
concrete infrastructure to freeze-thaw cycles and salt water intrusion. If salt water is able
to find its way through cracks to the reinforcing rebar within a bridge, a rust layer can grow
on the diameter of the rebar, inducing spalling in the concrete while weakening the
reinforcing steel rebar. Figure 1-1 shows common failure modes of reinforced concrete.

Figure 1-1: Reinforced Concrete Failure Modes (Figuera et. al, 2014)

Aging infrastructure is a concern throughout New England, with Vermont, Maine,
and New Hampshire maintaining over 7,800 bridges combined (National Bridge
Inventory). Figure 1-2 shows an extreme example of delamination of the underside of a
bridge deck in Vermont where the concrete has fallen off.
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Figure 1-2: Delaminated Underside of Bridge Deck in Vermont

While this problem is prevalent in the Northeast, is it not regionally limited; stories
of accidents and road closures caused by falling concrete are not uncommon, with injuries
reported on Massachusetts’ I-93 and Missouri’s Hwy-370 in January, 2022. Current
inspection methodologies for the undersides of bridges range from taking pictures from a
water craft to closing traffic and employing specialized equipment such as the A-62
snooper truck pictured in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3: Aspen Aerials A-62 Bridge Inspection Snooper Truck
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1.2 Approach
The structural health monitoring of the underside of bridge decks is among the most
difficult to maintain, owing to the high cost and difficulty to access the area for inspection
purposes. This research is part of a collaborative project with the University of Vermont,
University of Maine, and University of Massachusetts Lowell. The proposed solution is to
select a technology capable of being mounted on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to
facilitate the underside inspection of bridge decks. Employing UAV systems may i) reduce
inspection cost by more than 50%, ii) improve inspectors’ safety, and iii) mitigate traffic
interference and the need for traffic control measures. Figure 1-4 shows an early concept
UAV developed by students at the University of Maine that could function as the
technology testbed.

Figure 1-4: Custom UAV with Protective Cage (UMaine)

1.3 Objectives
This research is focused on identifying and developing a methodology to detect
subsurface delaminations in the underside of concrete bridge decks using a UAV platform.
The proposed technology should be robust enough to adapt to numerous environmental

3

conditions, be field serviceable, and capable of delineating subsurface delaminations in
concrete. The specific requirements of the design are discussed in CHAPTER 3.
The objectives of this research were to:
Objective 1. Perform down-select trade study to identify the most feasible candidate for
UAV mounted subsurface delamination identification in the underside of bridge
decks
Objective 2. Design processes, tooling and methodology for prototype laboratory testing
of concrete samples to determine feasibility for field work and proof of concept
Objective 3. Identify and evaluate strengths and weaknesses of design methodology and
propose path forward for addressing issues, with goal of mounting system on UAV
and conducting field tests
1.4 Potential Impacts and VTrans Benefits
This project will expand the capability of UAVs structural inspection systems to
enable safer, rapid, and low cost measurements of the condition of the undersides of bridge
deck for improved maintenance planning.

4

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND LITERATURE

This literature review focuses on non-destructive inspection techniques for concrete
that could potentially be applied to a UAV platform. A strong influence early in this
research was the work of Sansalone and Streett, who pioneered the impact-echo method in
the late 1990’s.
2.1.1 Acoustic Emission Wave Modes and Propagation
The nucleation of a crack, crack growth, rubbing, loading, and other irreversible
deformative processes that emit an Acoustic Emission (AE) do so through multiple
different wave modes. The three main wave mode measures for AE monitoring include;
longitudinal waves (body wave/P-wave), transverse waves (shear wave/S-wave), and
surface waves (Rayleigh wave). Longitudinal waves or P-waves are where particles
oscillate in the direction of the wave propagation. Transverse waves or S-waves are where
particles oscillate transverse to the direction of the wave propagation. P- and S-waves
travel through bulk solids, with the P-waves having the higher velocity. Surface waves
travel along the surface of a solid. Surface waves can result from P- and S- waves
interacting at a surface (Kaphle, 2012a). The typical earthquake has P-waves, S-waves and
surface waves, with the S-waves usually being the strongest and being the primary source
of damage. Figure 2-1 shows the propagation of elastic waves through a solid medium.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic representation of impact-generated stress waves [Sansalone and Streett, 1997]

The acoustic waveform released from the source location propagates in all
directions in a pulse-like manner. Anisotropy at the AE source can lead to a preferred
directionality associated with the waveform. Extracting information for the measured
signal requires signal conditioning, such as filtering, and post-processing. The acoustic
signal detected at the AE sensor is a combination of the initial AE signal, and reflected and
refracted signals, background signals, and the coupling of different signals at the same
phase.
2.1.2 Air Coupled Acoustic Waveforms
When a non-contact acoustic sensor is used to detect an AE, it is known as acoustic
echo testing. In acoustic echo testing, an air gap exists between the source of the impact
and the location of the acoustic sensor. The air gap, also referred to as air coupling, limits
the velocity of the pressure wave which is transmitted from concrete to air prior to reaching
the acoustic sensor. During the transmission from the concrete substrate to air, high
frequency wave information is lost, as only the frequencies which resonate at the concrete
6

surface are transmitted as pressure waves into the air. This effect is similar to that of an
acoustic speaker, or a drum, whereby only the bulk vibration frequencies are transferred
through the air. Figure 2-2 shows the typical response of an air coupled acoustic waveform.
The even peaks which have been labelled are used for determining frequency data, as the
distance in time between 2P and 4P determines the frequency of the signal in Hz, or the
reciprocal of time (s-1).

Figure 2-2: Waveform from an Impact-Echo Test on a Plate [Sansalone and Streett, 1997]

As voids, delaminations, and rebar are introduced, the frequency data can become
more complex, having multiple frequencies overlaid on the same signal. Figure 2-3 shows
how multiple frequencies can be overlaid on a single signal, with the principal frequency
at 5kHz, and additional frequencies observed at 30 kHz and 40kHz. The presence of higher
frequencies will drive the need for high rate data acquisition, and can be a limiting factor
to capturing air coupled acoustic waveforms. The expected frequencies of concrete are in
the range of 1kHz – 20 kHz.
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Figure 2-3: A Waveform Consisting of Three Sine Waves of Differing Amplitudes and Frequencies,
and the Corresponding Amplitude Spectrum [Sansalone and Streett, 1997]

2.1.3 Frequency Shift as a Result of Subsurface Delamination
The acoustic waveform resulting from an impact event represents the reflected Pwave through the substrate. In the case of a large crack within the structure a reflected
wave will travel a shorter distance. The reduced distance required for the wave to travel
will result in a frequency shift of the acoustic waveform. Figure 2-4 shows the frequency
shifting as a result of a large subsurface delamination. The shift to a higher frequency
depicted here can occur in the presence of a large void, however smaller voids such as air
bubbles can cause P-wave refraction, shifting the frequency in the other direction. To
clearly understand a specimen’s damage characteristics, additional frequency data
characteristics are needed for in-situ evaluation.
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Figure 2-4: Comparison of the Impact-Echo Response of a Solid Plate (a, b, c) with the Response of a
Plate with a Large Crack (d, e, f) [Sansalone, 1997]

Of particular importance is the size of the impactor used to excite the impact-echo
resonance in concrete without generating excessive acoustic noise. As with conventional
contact impact-echo, selection of proper ball size is critical for detecting defects at different
depths as the ball size controls the range of frequencies that are excited; ball diameter is
inversely related to the maximum frequency that can be excited efficiently (Sansalone and
Streett, 1997).

2.1.4 Modern Application of Air Coupled Impact-Echo
In recent years and owing in part to the ubiquity of computational power, there has
been renewed interest in the impact-echo method due to its versatility and portability. Zhu
and Popovics explored the application of frequency shifting on the detection of embedded
foam voids in a laboratory created concrete slab. Figure 2-5 shows the results of the
detection of large voids as a result of frequency comparison.
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Figure 2-5: Two-Dimensional Contour Images of Slab 2 Built Up Using Air-Coupled Impact-Echo
Data [Zhu and Popovics, 2007]

Additionally, Guthrie, Larsen, Baxter, et al., leveraged the air coupled impact echo
method to create a rolling robot with an automated hammer to acoustically sample the
topside of a bridge, demonstrating the ability to drastically reduce processing times of
bridge inspections. This team made use of spectrograms to convert acoustic waveforms
into frequency and power spectral density data. The use of the spectrogram allowed the
team to detect subsurface delamination with the same accuracy as that done by more
traditional methods, but in less time. Figure 2-6 shows the results of the spectrogram data
from both solid and delaminated concrete samples.
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Figure 2-6: Example (a) waveform and (b) spectrogram for intact concrete and (c) waveform and (d)
spectrogram for delaminated concrete [Guthrie, 2019]

2.1.5 Acoustic Emission Sensors
The detection of Acoustic Emissions uses ultrasonic frequency sensors to identify
the propagation of pressure waves within a structure. In contrast to impact echo, AE
sensors cannot be air gapped as they must acquire higher frequency signals than those
available in air gapped methods. AE sensors that operate with a surface contact
configuration use the piezoelectric effect in lead zirconate titanate (PZT) for transduction.
The piezoelectric effect is a reversible process. At a macroscopic scale piezoelectricity
appears as the creation of a voltage across a solid as it deforms and vice versa the
piezoelectric substance will deform in response to an applied voltage (Aysal, 2018). At
the molecular scale piezoelectricity acts in anisotropic crystals in which crystal lattice
deformations lead to the polarized movement of electric charge and vice versa. At the
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micro to nano scales, sintering-type manufacturing processes cause PZT to take on a
polycrystalline structure with random polar orientations of the piezoelectricity as illustrated
in Figure 2-7.

Polycrystal with Random Polar Axis

Mono-crystal with Single Polar Axis

Figure 2-7. Mono-crystals vs. poly-crystals (Aysal, 2018)

2.1.6 Use of UAVs in NDT Bridge Condition Assessment
The advent of the commercial UAV market has led to a rise in the use of UAVs as
technology platforms for non-destructive testing (NDT) for bridge condition assessments.
Over the past decade, the number of publications with focus on the combination of UAVs
and NDT has seen a sharp increase. The combination of visual inspection (VI) and UAVs
continues to be the most common usage for the platform, however the industry has also
seen a rise in infrared thermography (IRT), light detection and ranging (LiDAR), and a
myriad of other sensing technologies being used on UAV platforms.
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Figure 2-8: Yearly Distribution of NDT-UAV Technologies Used for Bridge Condition Assessment
[Feroz, 2021]

Figure 2-8 shows the growth of interest in the use of UAVs in the field of structural
health monitoring, which is likely to continue to increase in the near future.
Among the methods listed in Figure 2-8, an example of applied thermal infrared
method by Escobar-Wolf (et al.) is shown in in Figure 2-9, with the IRT images overlaid
with high resolution photographs. The use of UAVs is instrumental to being able to acquire
high resolution images and combine them with additional data in post-processing to
generate detailed maps of failures in concrete.

Figure 2-9: Infrared Images Overlaid on the High Resolution Orthophotos Obtained via the Visible
Camera [Escobar-Wolf, 2017]
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This methodology relies heavily on the use of algorithms to combine data streams
and draw conclusions on the soundness of concrete structures. A key benefit of this
methodology is the catalog of images which are collected over the years, which can be
reviewed when future algorithms mature, creating a history of bridge health.
An example of the application of a LiDAR sensor published by Brooks (et al.) is
presented in Figure 2-10. This data is presented here to show the versatility of the UAV
platform, and the ability to collect a wide range of data types using UAVs.

Figure 2-10: UAV-based Ricopter Lidar Platform and Resulting Point Cloud Data Demonstrated at
I-75 / Square Lake Construction Site [Brooks, et al., 2018]

As the recent growth of the UAV commercial space has allowed for these various
test-beds to come to fruition, it will be interesting to follow the development of future UAV
based projects to see how the current challenges of weight limitations and flight times are
solved.
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Among these solutions is the Niricson company of British Columbia, Canada,
which filed for patent for a UAV based impact-echo bridge inspection technology in late
2021. An image taken from the US patent application for this technology is shown in Figure
2-11. The image shows a sprung tapping mechanism above and below the UAV, onboard
transmitter/receiver (TX/RX), cameras, processor, data logger, and memory. The specific
details of the technology are unclear, however the company has stated their intended use
of machine learning to reduce processing times of impact echo inspection and testing.

Figure 2-11: US Patent Application - UAV-Based Acoustic Technique for Mapping Defects in Civil
Infrastructure [Gupta, el al., US2021/0123888 A1]
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CHAPTER 3

TECHNOLOGY CANDIDATES AND DOWN-SELECT

3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the approach to selecting the technology most appropriate
for mounting on a UAV platform. A technology down-select was conducted to evaluate
the most appropriate solution for the UAV mounted subsurface delamination detection.
The constraints considered for the down-select included power, weight, computational
complexity, simplicity of implementation, and robustness in the field. The following are a
brief synopsis of various methodologies currently under study by various teams around the
world. No synopsis can truly do justice to any of these methods, and only a brief overview
is provided here.
3.2 Sounding
Sounding is a very common form of non-destructive inspection performed by
technicians on bridges today. The practice involves a trained operator and a metal
instrument: typically a steel rod, a set of chains, or a sprocket mounted to a pole. It requires
a quiet environment (i.e. stoppage of traffic), and the operator to methodically strike the
concrete with the rod, or drag the chain, and listen to the concrete. A dull sound indicates
a crack. The human ear is surprisingly good at differentiating the sound of cracked
concrete, making this technique low cost and robust, but subject to human variability.
Upon hearing a dull sound, the technician will mark the delaminated area for future repair.
Figure 1-1Figure 3-1 shows a technician using a hammer to inspect concrete using
sounding.
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Figure 3-1: Technician Sounding Concrete with a Hammer (Roberts, Structure Magazine)

3.2.1 Impact Echo
The impact echo methodology is a digitized version of sounding. Impact echo uses
a sprung mass to generate an elastic pressure wave in the concrete, similar to the steel
instrument used in sounding. An acoustic sensor records the response of the concrete. The
captured data are then post-processed for frequency analysis to detect subsurface
delaminations in the concrete. Figure 3-2 depicts the application of the impact echo
method. Subsurface delaminations are characterized by either a shift in frequency or a
reduced amplitude, depending on the type of failure. For this methodology to succeed, the
acoustic sensor needs to be insensitive to the UAV propeller noise, which could potentially
swamp the acoustic signal of the concrete tapping.
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Figure 3-2: Impact Echo (Mistras Group)

3.3 Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a technique which directs a radar signal at a
substrate using a transmitting antenna, and a receiving antenna to detect the
electromagnetic contrasts at varying frequencies. This methodology has been successfully
implemented on the top-side of bridge decks using vehicle mounted platforms, however
the antennae are heavy and the methodology is sensitive to changes in both speed and
distance, which could add complexity to a UAV based platform. Figure 3-3 depicts the
method of mapping using GPR.

Figure 3-3: Ground Penetrating Radar (Benedetto & Benedetto, 2014)
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3.4 Laser displacement sensor (LDS)
The laser displacement sensor method is capable of detecting cracks at the surface
of a concrete structure. As the laser is scanned along a surface, any deviation in depth will
cause a spike in the displacement data, indicating a crack. A secondary laser can be utilized
to heat the area, inducing thermal expansion and thus increasing the likelihood of locating
cracks. However, high power requirements and the inherent vibrations of UAV platforms
for use with such high precision instruments would pose a significant challenge. Figure 3-4
shows the method of surface crack detection using LDS.

Figure 3-4: Surface Crack Detection using the LDS Measurement System (Giri et al., 2016)

3.5 Ultrasound Testing
In ultrasound testing (UT), a transmitter and a receiver work in unison to determine
the wave speed of a test specimen. Lower wave speeds indicate a poorer quality of
concrete, typically indicative of a delamination or void. While the transmitter and receiver
can both be on the same surface, it is generally preferred to mount instruments on opposite
sides of a given test specimen. Figure 3-5 shows a typical application of the UT sensors
for detecting voids and delaminations in concrete. To obtain accurate readings, a coupling
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medium such as a vacuum grease is typically applied between the sensors and the
specimen, as the wave speed reading is affected by any air gap. The use of a medium poses
its own challenges on a UAV platform, especially when the intended use is in a dusty
environment such as the underside of a bridge deck.

Figure 3-5: Ultrasonic Testing of Cracks in Concrete (FPrimeC)

3.6 Acoustic Emissions
Acoustic emission (AE) is similar to UT in the need for a medium (i.e. vacuum
grease) and a sensor detecting high frequency ultrasonic waves. However, AE is a passive
technology.
An AE is a transient elastic wave produced by the release of stored elastic energy
resulting in plastic deformations, termed as “damage”. […] AE testing relies on a release
of stored energy from the material instead of introducing energy into the material such as
with ultrasonic testing. (Worley, 2019)

Figure 3-6 shows the application of an AE sensor affixed to a concrete specimen
detecting an AE.
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Figure 3-6: Acoustic Emission (Knoeller & Brett, 2010)

The benefit to AE is the accuracy provided by triangulating the location of the
elastic wave source when it occurs. The triangulation is possible as a result of using three
or more sensors. The sensors need to be firmly fixed to the specimen in order to acquire a
good reading, typically requiring either a mechanical clamp with a medium, or a cured
epoxy resin bond. The triangulation algorithm is robust for structural elements with simple
geometries and has low computational cost, however it requires detailed location
information for the sensors, making this a challenge when mounted on a mobile UAV
platform.

3.7 Thermal Infrared
Thermal infrared imaging technology uses the infrared spectrum to detect the
radiation of heat off of a structure. This method can be used to effectively detect cracks in
concrete, as the heat dissipation will have a stark differentiation when a crack is present.
However, this technology is susceptible to the vagaries of environmental temperature
fluctuations, such as the absorbed heat at dawn and dusk, as well as heat loss from
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windchill. Moreover the ability to detect subsurface delaminations is limited, and the
method requires a high computational cost or highly experienced human interpretation to
post-process data, making it challenging to make in-situ assessments. Figure 3-7 shows
the results of a crack detection using the thermal infrared detection method.

Figure 3-7: Thermal Infrared Imaging (Su, 2020)

3.8 Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is a rendering process which stitches together photographs to
create a 3D model along with associated data. In concrete crack detection, photogrammetry
processes images through a computer algorithm to detect shifts in light intensity and
identify surface cracks. This technology comes with a high computational cost, and is
often paired with machine-learning algorithms to mimic the innate pattern detection of the
human mind. The strength of this method is easy access to the hardware to take and process
images, relying more heavily on post-processing algorithms to assess concrete condition.
Additionally, photogrammetry can generate 3-dimensional maps of a structure which can
then be referenced for future comparison to track the rate of degradation and spalling. A
drawback of this method is the inability to detect subsurface delaminations, as the cracks
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must have daylighted for them to be detected. Figure 3-8 shows a result of the detected
strain field of a shear area in a bending test using photogrammetric measurement.

Figure 3-8: Crack Detection with Photogrammetry Lange, J. & Benning, W., (2006)

3.9 Technology Trade Study
A trade study determined which of the seven technology candidates would be most
suitable for use mounted on a UAV platform, capable of detecting subsurface cracks. The
study looked at the following factors: the cost to implement, the anticipated weight, power
requirements, need for a medium, computational complexity, and ability to detect
subsurface cracks. Each of the factors was equally weighted. Table 3-1 shows the results
of the trade study, where a qualitative assessment of the trade parameters was conducted,
green being the preferred outcome.
Table 3-1: Technology Down-Select Trade Study
Cost to
Implement

Weight

Power
Requirement

Requires
Medium

Computational
Complexity

Detects
Subsurface
Cracks

Impact Echo

Low

Med

Low

No

Low

Yes

GPR

High

High

Med

No

Med

Yes

LDS

High

High

High

No

Low

No

Ultrasound Testing

Med

Low

High

Yes

Med

Yes

Acoustic Emission

Low

Low

Low

Yes

Low

Yes

Thermal Infrared

Med

Med

Med

No

High

No

Photogrammetry

High

Low

Med

No

High

No

Methodology Name
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The two top candidates resulting from the technology down-select trade study are
1) impact echo and 2) acoustic emission. Both technologies are capable of detecting
subsurface cracks, have a low cost to implement, are lightweight, have low power
requirements, and low computational complexity. All of these factors add to the robustness
of the technology, greatly increasing the likelihood of success in the field. While the study
suggests that either AE or impact echo would be suitable options to accomplish the
objectives, the burden of using a medium to couple the AE sensor(s) to the underside of a
bridge deck would likely be excessive. The environmental conditions are likely to have
particulates (i.e. dust and salt) which inhibit the ability of the medium (i.e. vacuum grease)
to bond without first cleaning the bridge deck. Moreover, the study did not capture the
need for AE sensors to be clamped or otherwise affixed to a test sample, further reducing
the versatility of AE as a UAV platform mounted solution. While these obstacles are not
insurmountable, they introduce additional complexity not accounted for in the trade study.
Thus, the impact echo methodology is the candidate of choice resulting from this
trade study. An active acoustic sensing (AAS) impact echo methodology offers low power
requirements, is low cost requiring simple components, and is robust enough to be field
serviceable.
3.9.1 Potential Drawbacks of Impact Echo
Despite the outcome of the trade study, the potential drawbacks of the impact echo
methodology must be considered prior to moving forward, to ensure that the potential goal
is achievable.
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3.9.2 Weight
First, the impact echo methodology will likely be one of the heavier solutions to
mount on a UAV. The weight comes as a result of the various components which must be
mounted onto the UAV platform, including an on-board computer, data acquisition system,
acoustic sensor & signal amplifier, tapping mechanism, and power source. The component
configuration needs to be designed such that the center of gravity (CG) of the UAV is not
negatively impacted when the system is installed. It must be recognized that initial designs
will be of a prototype level refinement, with room to optimize and miniaturize in future
iterations to reduce weight and power requirements.
3.9.3 Propeller and Environmental Noise
A principal concern of this methodology is the noise of the propellers, which could
potentially swamp the data acquisition of the concrete tapping, rendering the system
ineffective. The inherent risk of propeller noise cannot be known without first developing
the system and determining 1) whether propeller noise frequency overlaps concrete
resonance and 2) whether propellers noise levels exceed those of concrete resonance,
rendering any reading ineffective. Additionally, this technology needs to operate without
closing traffic, and must likewise be able to distinguish from typical road noise.
3.9.4 Risk Associated with of Concrete Contact
As a contact solution, the impact echo method is subject to the risk of damaged
concrete falling as a result of tapping weakened sections of bridge decks. This risk in
inherent in the method, and must be addressed by the operator. Sections of bridge which
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are visibly failing and at risk of falling concrete should be avoided, lest the operator risk
destroying the instrument.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCRETE TEST SAMPLES: SOLID AND EMBEDDED VOIDS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the various concrete test samples which were created for
laboratory condition detection of subsurface delamination. Three form factors were created
for laboratory specimens, as well as one which was reused from a previous research effort.
The three form factors were 1) 3” diameter cylinders, 2) 12” slabs with embedded voids,
and 3) 24” slab with embedded rebar. The goal with testing these form factors was to
identify the most favorable manufacturing process for creating a test specimen with an
embedded void, ideally an air void as might develop in damaged concrete. All test slabs
constructed in this project used the fast-setting Quikrete, mix 100450 (red bag), and
allowed to cure for 7 days prior to demolding. A concrete vibrator was used to evacuate
air pockets immediately after pouring. Water content may have varied slightly between
pours, as water was added on an as-needed basis during production.
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4.2 Void Bottle Beam
The voided bottle beam has an embedded foam and void, and reinforced by rebar.
The beam was originally created by a previous research effort for AE testing, and was used
in this project for early stage testing.

Figure 4-1: Void Bottle Beam [Huston, 2018]

4.3 Embedded PVA void cylinders – Ø 3”
Among the materials considered for manufacturing test specimens with embedded
voids was PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol). PVA is commonly used in 3D printing as a support
material, as it is water soluble. The Ø 3” cylinder was selected as the form factor for rapidly
creating PVA embedded puck samples for frequency sampling. A number of samples were
created and tested for frequency content using the spectrum analyzer. The samples were
subsequently split to inspect the state of the embedded PVA pucks.
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It was hypothesized that the moisture content in the concrete might dissolve the
PVA during the curing process, leaving behind a void as desired. However, the PVA
requires both agitation and a lengthy immersion in water to dissolve, and the pucks were
unaffected by the curing concrete. Figure 4-2 shows the lengthwise split of a PVA
embedded cylinder.

Figure 4-2: Lengthwise Split of PVA Embedded Cylinder

Figure 4-3: Crosswise Split of PVA Embedded Cylinder

Figure 4-3 shows the intact PVA puck from a broken embedded cylinder, indicating
that this methodology would not produce an air void as desired. PVA pucks of varying
diameters and thicknesses were embedded into concrete cylinder samples and tested using
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the spectrum analyzer, however this effort was discontinued when it became apparent the
water solubility of the PVA would be a hindrance instead of a benefit.
4.4 Embedded void slabs - 12” x 12” x” 2 ½”
The next form factor considered was a 12” x 12” x 2.5” slab. This size was chosen
to keep the samples of manageable weight and allow for plate dynamics during testing.
Whereas the cylinders were of a smaller volume and thus relatively simpler to make, the
form factor did not mimic the dynamic response expected from the underside of a concrete
bridge.
Five methods of creating a void were tested. They were 1) embedded bubble wrap,
2) embedded Styrofoam, 3) an embedded salt pouch, 4) an embedded ice block, and 5) a
Tupperware form. Keeping with the theme of dissolving the embedded material, the
concepts using a salt pouch and a block of ice called for a post-cure drilling operation to
flush out the embedded material.
4.4.1 Bubble wrap
A rectangular piece of bubble wrap 8” to a side was embedded at least a ½“ below
the top surface of a concrete slab and left to cure for a week before removing from the
mold. Once demolded, the slabs were given an additional week to cure covered with a wet
cloth. Figure 4-4 shows the making of the bubble wrap slab. The top surface was troweled
to smooth out the texture prior to cure.
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Figure 4-4: Bubble Wrap Slab in a 12" Form

4.4.2 Styrofoam
A piece of Styrofoam of dimensions 8”x8”x ½” was embedded in a 12” test slab,
as shows in Figure 4-5. As with the bubble wrap, the Styrofoam was embedded at least a
½“ below the top surface, and the surface troweled to create a smooth texture prior to curing
for a week.

Figure 4-5: Embedded Styrofoam Slab in a 12" Form

4.4.3 Salt
The salt slab was created using the same methodology as above. An 8” square
pouch of road salt (~1/4” thick) was made using rice paper stapled at the edges. The rice
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paper had been marketed as “spy paper”, capable of dissolving in water when agitated. It
was hoped that the spy paper itself would suffice to create a void, however absent agitation
the paper did not dissolve. Figure 4-6 shows the salt pouch embedded at least a half inch
from the surface, as before, with the form being vibrated to release air bubbles.

Figure 4-6: Embedded Salt Pouch Slab in a 12" Form

The salt slab required a secondary drilling and flushing step to generate the void.
The secondary step was conducted after a week of concrete curing, and did not affect the
integrity of the slab. Acoustic samples of the full salt pouch were taken prior to the drilling
and flushing step to draw a before and after comparison between the two.
4.4.4 Ice
An ice block roughly 8” x 8” x ¼” was created as another method to create an
embedded void. The ice was not sealed in plastic due to the concern of leaving an
embedded plastic bag which could produce its own dynamic response. However, the
exothermic nature of curing concrete quickly melted the ice, and ruined the integrity of the
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test slab. Figure 4-7 shows the result of the ice slab experiment, whereby the concrete
intended to contain the embedded void was oversaturated with water, and failed
prematurely.

Figure 4-7: Embedded Ice Slab in a 12" Form

4.4.5 Tupperware
The Tupperware slab was intended to create a delamination by separating the two
halves of a test slab. Figure 4-8 shows the Tupperware delamination slab. While this
method did not produce a subsurface delamination, it was thought that it could be
representative of damage common to bridge decks.

Figure 4-8: Tupperware Delamination Test Slab
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After curing and subsequent process steps, the test slabs were marked and
assembled. Figure 4-9 shows the 5 test slabs with embedded voids & delaminations.

Figure 4-9: Assembled 12" Test Slabs

Once all the slabs were fully cured, a comparison of the embedded void
manufacturing methods was performed to determine the appropriate method for use in
larger test slabs. Each of the samples were sounded and listened to for the indication of a
void, and the frequency data was recorded for post-processing.
Qualitatively, the embedded foam had the clearest indication of an embedded void.
The empty salt void also provided a clear indication of a void, but would ultimately be too
difficult to scale to a larger form factor. Form factor was also a consideration with the
Tupperware method, as well as the need to apply a clamping force to hold the two halves
together for testing. The application of a clamping force would introduce additional
parameters which would complicate the methodology. The ice method was deemed a
failure due to the risk to the concrete’s structural integrity. Lastly, the bubble wrap’s sound
was not very pronounced, and was difficult to detect a void when listening for it. The
frequency content of the slabs is discussed in CHAPTER 7.
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Lastly, a 12” solid slab was produced using the same dimensions as before to serve
as a basis of comparison. While the solid slab used the same concrete mix as before, it was
not produced in the same timeframe, and may have been mixed with a different water
content. At the time of the void manufacturing assessment, the solid test slab had not yet
been made, and could not serve as a baseline for comparison.
4.5 Embedded reinforced rebar slabs - 24” x 24” x 3”
Two rebar reinforced concrete test slabs were constructed to represent the underside
of a bridge deck, one solid and one with an embedded void. The dimensions of each of the
slabs was 24” x 24” x 3”. While larger form factors such as 27” or 30” slabs were
considered, the limiting factor was the final weight of the slab, which could easily reach
into the hundreds of pounds. The 24” form factor was the upper limit for the weight that
could be reasonably manipulated by one person. Four 48” lengths of ½” rebar were space
equidistant in each of the slabs to reinforce the concrete. As before, the red Quikrete was
used for a fast cure time.
4.5.1 Solid 24” Reinforced Slab
For the sake of schedule, the solid 24” slab was constructed first while the
assessment of delamination methodology was being conducted. Figure 4-10 shows the
form used for the solid 24” slab. The rebar were placed centrally through the thickness,
and 6” from each other, with a 3” spacing to the edge of the slab.
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Figure 4-10: Reinforced Concrete Slab Form - 24"

Due to the volume of concrete used, the concrete vibrator was applied first when
the concrete level reached the rebar, then again after the form was filled. Once the bubbles
had been sufficiently evacuated, the top surface was smoothed with a trowel to provide a
clean finish. Figure 4-11 shows the pouring, vibration and final texture of the solid 24”
test slab. After pouring, the slab was given a week prior to demolding, and an additional
week to cure with a wet cloth after demolding before being tested.

Figure 4-11: Reinforced Concrete Slab During and After Pour - 24"
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4.5.2 Foam Embedded 24” Reinforced Slab
For the 24” embedded void slab, the decision was made to proceed with the
embedded foam method. This decision was based on the qualitative assessment of sound
quality from the 12” embedded void slabs, and on the results of a rudimentary frequency
analysis, discussed in CHAPTER 7.
In order to create the thinnest void achievable, the ½” Styrofoam stock was cut in
half using a hot wire cutter, to produce ¼” thick Styrofoam pieces. Four pieces were glued
together to create a single piece of 11" x 11" x ¼” Styrofoam to be embedded in the center
of the 24” reinforced slab. Figure 4-12 shows the dimensions of the Styrofoam piece glued
together from 4 smaller 5 ½” panels.

Figure 4-12: 11" x 11" x ¼” Styrofoam Piece

The foam block was placed centrally on the rebar to ensure that the void would be
at least ½” embedded as before in the 12” test slabs. Figure 4-13 shows the placement of
the foam block in the 24” slab form.
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Figure 4-13: Placement of Embedded Foam Void in 24" Slab Form

As before, the red Quikrete was used, and the concrete vibrator was applied at the
halfway mark to evacuate the air bubbles. However there was an issue with the foam rising
when the concrete vibrator was used to evacuate the bubbles from the top half of the
concrete. As is shown in Figure 4-14, the embedded foam can be clearly delineated in the
as yet uncured concrete. Foam rising had not been at issue with the thicker ½” foam piece
when making the 12” slabs, and the foam’s rising had not been accounted for in the
manufacturing of the 24” slab.

Figure 4-14: 24" Embedded Foam Reinforce Slab after Pour
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Perhaps had it been foreseen, a better methodology would have been to place the
foam under the rebar, or to hold it down temporarily while the air was being evacuated.
However, once it began to rise, the volume beneath the foam was backfilled, and trying to
move the foam would risk the integrity of the embedded void. Further attempts to vibrate
the concrete were abandoned, and the surface was smoothed over as well as could be.
However it is obvious that the quality of the 24” concrete test slabs is not comparable, as
the embedded void slab contains trapped air which could not be evacuated without risking
rising the foam to the top. This trapped air ultimately had a negative effect on the structural
integrity of the embedded void beam.
Figure 4-15 shows the two 24” test slabs side by side after curing.

Figure 4-15: 24" Test Slabs Side by Side
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CHAPTER 5

MODAL ANALYSIS – FINITE ELEMENT

5.1 Introduction
To assess the expected mode shapes of the 24” inch samples, a finite element
analysis (FEA) was conducted. A 24” x 24” x 3” reinforced concrete slab was modeled
using ANSYS. The slab was reinforced with 4 pieces of ½” rebar, 6” on center, and 3”
from the edge. The rebar was trimmed to the edge of the slab such that all steel was
embedded in the concrete slab.
The steel’s material properties were defined using a Young’s modulus of 29x106
psi, a density of .286 lbs/in3, and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The concrete’s material properties
were representative of a high performance concrete (from ANSYS materials), defined
using a Young’s modulus of 5.93 x106 psi, a density of .188 lbs/in3, and a Poisson’s ratio
of .219.
Two models were created, a solid model and a delaminated model. The
delaminated model copied the solid model geometry and applied a partition to the ½”
concrete layer sandwiched between the rebar. Figure 5-1 shows the geometry used in the
FEA.

Figure 5-1: FEA Model Geometry - Slab and Delaminated
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5.2 Model Setup
To conduct a free-free modal analysis, a small mesh was applied to the models.
The small mesh size applied to the rebar, the top and bottom layers of concrete, and the
thin sections between the rebar. No beam elements were used. The absence of beam
elements helped to capture the density difference of the rebar, and additionally allowed for
a bonded constraint between the rebar nodes and the adjacent concrete nodes. The resulting
meshed bodies were on the order of 1 million nodes. Figure 5-2 shows the mesh of the
solid and delaminated slabs. The dimensions of the delaminated slab’s void is 18” x 18” x
½”. The slabs have been partitioned to show a cross section through their respective
centers. Due to the inability to apply hexagonal (HEX) element mesh, a tetrahedral (TET)
element mesh with a minimum of 3 elements per thickness was applied.

Figure 5-2: FEA Mesh of Solid and Delaminated Slabs

A free-free modal analysis was conducted, no boundary conditions were applied.
In a free-free modal analysis, the first 6 modes are expected to be zero, representing the 6
unconstrained degrees-of-freedom in the analysis. The first 50 mode shapes for both the
solid and delaminated slabs were calculated.
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5.3 Modal Results
A comparison between the solid slab and delaminated slabs of equivalent mode
shapes was subsequently conducted. The comparison predicts the frequencies of the solid
slab to be higher than the equivalent mode with a delamination. Figure 5-3 shows the first
central bulk frequency mode shape. In the mode shape analysis, the shapes are grossly
exaggerated and the color scale is not meaningful except as a basis of comparison. In this
case, there is a frequency difference of 6% between the solid frequency of 611Hz (mode
#9), and the delaminated frequency of 578Hz (mode #9). A frequency shift is predicted
when a delamination is present.

Figure 5-3: First Centered Mode Shape

This comparison can be reproduced in the second central bulk frequency mode,
shown in Figure 5-4. For this mode shape, the solid slab has a frequency of 1494Hz (mode
#14), while the delaminated slab resonates at 1275Hz (mode #13), a difference of 17%.
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Figure 5-4: Second Centered Mode Shape

Continuing this comparison in the third central bulk frequency mode, the predicted
frequencies grow further apart, as shown in Figure 5-5. For this mode shape, the solid slab
has a frequency of 3393Hz (mode #34), while the delaminated slab resonates at 2676Hz
(mode #33), a difference of 26%.

Figure 5-5: Third Centered Mode Shape

In general, mode shapes which predominantly deform through the slab thickness
will show a frequency shift of 20% downward in the delaminated slab.
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An example of this behavior is shown in Figure 5-6, displaying a higher order mode
shape. For this mode shape, the solid slab has a frequency of 2305Hz (mode #21), while
the delaminated slab resonates at 1914Hz (mode #21), a difference of 20%.

Figure 5-6: Higher Order Mode Shape

However, this behavior does not translate to the modes which deform in shear, such
as that shown in Figure 5-7. The mode shapes which rely on shear behave nearly identical,
with a less than 2% difference in predicted resonant frequency.

Figure 5-7: Shear Deformation Mode Shape (mode #18)
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Figure 5-8 shows the predicted frequencies of the first 50 mode shapes for both the
solid and delaminated slabs. The highest mode shape frequency of the solid slab was
4.7kHz, above the expected response range of 1.5kHz. The highest mode shape frequency
of the delaminated slab was 3.5kHz. The percent frequency difference for the mode shapes
was tracked as a function of mode number. For matched mode shape numbers, the
delaminated slab frequency was roughly 20% lower than that of the solid slab.

Figure 5-8: FEA Mode Shape Frequencies

This discrepancy in mode shape frequencies is explained by the free motion of the
walls of the delamination, which introduces additional mode shapes which are not
predicted in the solid slab. Figure 5-9 shows one of the higher order mode shapes of the
delaminated slab.
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Figure 5-9: Higher Order Delaminated Slab Mode Shape (mode #24)

A full comparison of the first 50 mode shapes between the solid and delaminated
slabs can be found in Predicted Modes Shapes.
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CHAPTER 6
INSTUMENTATION
METHODOLOGY

–

DATA

ACQUISITION

AND

TAP

6.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the instruments used to acquire data from the impact echo
technique. The two principal components required for the method are 1) the data
acquisition system (DAQ) which include the acoustic sensor, signal amplifier, and DATAQ
data logger, and 2) the tapping mechanism which generates the elastic and acoustic waves
for data collection.
6.2 Signal Collection
In order to acquire a digital signal, a high frequency acoustic sensor is used with a
pre-amplifier. The acoustic sensor has a frequency range up to 80kHz, and is connected
via microdot 10-32 connector to the PCB amplifier. Two amplifiers were used in testing,
the first amplifier [482A04] was an ICP power supply which required standard 120VAC
power. This amplifier received signal-in via a microdot 10-32 connector, and sent dataout via a BNC connector. The second amplifier [480D06] was used for the mobile test rig.
This amplifier used three 9VDC batteries, and signals both in and out were communicated
via microdot 10-32 connectors. In both cases, the amplifier signal-out was either routed to
a spectrum analyzer for inspection, or a data logger for recording. The data logger was
capable of connecting to a PC to generate a voltage over time signal, or writing directly to
a USB drive.
6.2.1 Acoustic Sensor
The acoustic sensor chosen for this work was a high frequency sensor made by PCB
[PCB377B01 SN105763 w/ preamp 426B03 SN14029].
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The sensor has a nominal

microphone diameter of ¼”, length of 2” and is sensitive from 3Hz - 80,000Hz. Figure
6-1 shows the sensor used throughout this project.

Figure 6-1: PCB Acoustic Sensor Capable of 80kHz

As the expected frequency ranges are on the order of 1kHz-5kHz, this sensor was
ideal to sample enough points to generate a smooth sinusoid.
6.2.2 Amplifiers
Two amplifiers were used in this project, as described above. The amplifiers were
required to pass signal from the acoustic sensor to a data logger, and additionally had the
ability to apply a voltage gain to multiply the signal by 10x or 100x. Doing so introduces
the risk of amplifying signal noise as well as the signal frequency, however in this case the
signal did not require a signal gain. The ICP power sources provide a filtered, stable power
source to the acoustic sensor to register the signal. Figure 6-2 shows the amplifiers used
in this project. Both amplifiers used a microdot 10-32 to acquire a signal in, however the
BNC output from the 120VAC plug-in amplifier [482A04] was much more reliable than
the microdot 10-32 connector of the portable amplifier [480D06], and was preferred.
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Figure 6-2: PCB ICP Amplifiers, plug-in (left) and portable (right)

Figure 6-2 right shows the small wire gage of the microdot 10-32 connectors and
the screw connection of the signal-out that made this amplifier very sensitive to any motion
of the wire. At times the signal would drift when the acoustic sensor was moved and the
wire accidentally extended. This sensitivity could lead to data not being recorded, should
the needle read yellow, which needed to be checked constantly during testing.
6.2.3 Spectrum Analyzer – Hewlett Packard 3582A
The spectrum analyzer performs a real time transform of a signal from the time
domain to the frequency domain. The frequency output is displayed on a CRT screen, and
pictures were taken to record the readings. The spectrum analyzer was used first to
baseline frequency data from tapping concrete samples, and then to validate the outputs of
code which was written to generate frequency data from the acoustic sensor voltage data
output time histories collected on the DATAQ. Figure 6-3 shows the HP 3582A spectrum
analyzer which was used for this project.
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Figure 6-3: Hewlett Packard 3582A Spectrum Analyzer

6.2.4 Tuning Forks
A set of tuning forks provided another means of validating the signals acquired by
the data loggers when the spectrum analyzer was unavailable. The frequency of the tuning
forks was verified using the spectrum analyzer, and thereafter were used as a benchmark
for additional testing. Figure 6-4 shows the tuning forks used in calibration and
experimentation. The frequencies available were 171 Hz, 262 Hz, 560 Hz, 899 Hz, and
1500 Hz.

Figure 6-4: Calibration Tuning Forks
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6.3 Nyquist Frequency and the Nyquist-Shannon Theorem
Any continuous data signal can be represented by a series of equidistant discrete
data points. The higher the sampling rate, the more accurate the resulting stored
information. However a higher sampling rate incurs with it the cost of storing the data,
which can place burdens on the analog to digital converter (ADC), data storage space, and
subsequent processing algorithms.
“The minimum sampling frequency of a signal that it will not distort its underlying
information, should be double the frequency of its highest frequency component.”
[Efstathiou]

The Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that any data sample taken at a sampling rate
lower than double the true signal frequency will generate an alias (i.e. false) image. Figure
6-5 demonstrates how equidistant discrete points sampled at less than twice the true
frequency will evince an alias signal, masking the true signal.

Figure 6-5: Sampling of a sinusoidal signal of frequency f at different sampling rates fS. Dashed lines
show the alias frequencies, occurring when fS/f <2. [Efstathiou]
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The Nyquist frequency is thus defined as twice the true signal frequency. The
Nyquist frequency simply delineates the sample frequency limit to avoid the issue of
aliasing, without providing direction to ensure that signal frequency peaks are not omitted,
as they are in the first example of Figure 6-5. Signal frequency peaks indicate the
amplitude of a signal, which then will inform calculations downstream such as the Power
Spectral Density. To depict this effect further, Figure 6-6 shows a possible effect of having
too few data samples. In this example, the signal frequency is 15.1 Hz, and the sampling
frequency is 30.1 Hz, the bare minimum to avoid aliasing. However, the sampled data
points are phased such that only the zeros are captured, and the signal frequency peaks are
omitted. An examination of the recorded signal would thus incorrectly show no signal
frequency at all. The reader is encouraged to follow the link to the applet pictured here
and see the effects of the Nyquist frequency for themselves. [Efstathiou]

Figure 6-6: Anti-Aliased Signal Omitting Frequency Peaks

As a rule of thumb, the sampling frequency of any signal should be ten times larger
than the expected signal, and at a bare minimum four times larger (i.e. 4 points per sinusoid,
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as it requires 4 points to generate a crude sine wave. However, such a sine wave does not
provide information on whether the peaks of the sine wave have been captured, providing
no confidence that the event was appropriately sampled. Increasing the data rate can
provide greater fidelity on the shape of a sine wave at the cost of increased processing
times. To strike a balance, a rate of 50kS/s [i.e. 50kHz] was used with the high frequency
data logger. At this sample rate, ten seconds of data equated a quarter million data points.
6.4 Elastic Wave Generation
The wave speed of concrete is typically 4,000 m/s [Sansalone] ±10%, depending
on the type of aggregate used. For a given concrete test slab 5” thick, the elastic pressure
wave will take 31.75 micro seconds (.000032 s) to travel the thickness, and 63.5 micro
seconds to be reflected back to the source. At maximum sampling rate for the DI-2108-P
of 160kS/s, a single channel would only be able to capture 1 data point from the reflected
elastic wave travelling through the medium. A single data point is not enough data to
understand the underlying oscillations within the medium. A minimum of 4 points are
required to define a sine wave, and preferably 10 points should be captured between peaks.
A data acquisition system capable to acquiring at least 1.6MS/s would be needed to capture
the ultrasound frequency of a 5” thick concrete slab, along with an acoustic sensor with a
frequency range to match. In essence, to capture the true frequency response would require
an ultrasound senso and data acquisition system capable of handling multi MHz sampling
rates.
As such, the DAQ used here captures data which describes the bulk vibration
frequencies and modes of the concrete slab, not ultrasonic waves. The advantage to this
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method is a reduced data set required to post-process, however the operator must be careful
to inspect that enough data points have been gathered to represent the true response signal.
6.5 DATAQ Data Loggers
Two DATAQ data loggers were used to acquire data. Early in the evaluation
process, the DATAQ DI-710 was used as it was already on hand in the laboratory. After
the decision to proceed with the impact echo methodology was made, the DATAQ DI2108-P data logger was ordered.
6.5.1 DATAQ DI-710
The DI-710 is an analog signal digital data logger, limited to data acquisition at a
rate of 1.1kS/s (kilo samples per second). Due to the effect of the Nyquist frequency, this
low of a sampling rate would only be capable of generating reliable results up to 110 Hz,
much lower than the expected frequency response. However, early data signals acquired
using the DI-710 were verified using the spectrum analyzer, and the frequency content was
shown to be valid. Figure 6-7 shows the DI-710 data logger.

Figure 6-7: DATAQ DI-710 Data Logger
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6.5.2 DATAQ DI-2108-P
The DI-2108-P data logger is capable of acquiring 8 analog channels at a maximum
throughput rate of 160 kS/s, at voltage ranges of ±2.5, 5, & 10 volts. The data logger is
capable of passing data through a USB to an external computer, or recording on an onboard 32Gb thumb drive. Figure 6-8 shows an image of the DI-2108-P data logger.

Figure 6-8: DATAQ DI-2108-P Data Logger [DATAQ]

Figure 6-9 shows the sampling of elastic waves from a 12” sample slab. The sample
was suspended from a saw horse by elastic bungee cords to decouple from the flexibility
and dynamics of the saw horse. Pictured also is the mobile testing apparatus, which
includes a tray to hold down a computer, the data logger and PCB power source, and the
dowel-mounted acoustic sensor. The use of the tray allows for the testing setup to be
relocated in one hand, and was intended for use in the field.
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Figure 6-9: Equipment Being Used for Signal Acquisition

6.5.3 Tapping by Hand
Initial testing was conducted by tapping concrete samples with an instrument by
hand. In order to avoid confounding frequencies recorded by the acoustic sensor, a tapping
instrument of high stiffness was preferred. A steel ball or short steel bolt were preferred
instruments for generating an elastic wave signal. Additional attempts were made using a
slender aluminum rod, and a short piece of copper piping. It was determined that the
material had a lesser role to play in the frequency response than the form factor, as the ball,
bolt, and short tube all produced the same frequency response. The slender rod however
produced unwanted frequency signals separate and distinct from the concrete. As the ball
was liable to roll under a table, and the short tube would be difficult to strike on a single
point in a consistent fashion, the steel bolt was selected for early testing. Figure 6-10 shows
the bolt used for testing.
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Figure 6-10: 1/2" Steel Bolt used for Tapping Samples by Hand

6.5.4 Response Signal
A typical response signal output from the DATAQ is shown in Figure 6-11. Here,
the raw voltage over time trace for the 12” foam block slab was sampled by hand using
three strikes in the center.

Figure 6-11: Three Taps by Hand - Foam Block 12” Slab
Of particular interest in this test was the repeatability of elastic wave response. If
a given location were to have a large variation in the frequency response, the impact echo
methodology could be hindered, as it might require for a UAV platform to hover in one
location for a number of taps to be acquired and the data averaged in subsequent post57

processing. Figure 6-12 shows the three taps from the sample above overlaid and
exhibiting equivalent frequency characteristics, indicating that a data point at any single
location will be indicative of the response of that surface. More importantly, this will free
the UAV pilot to fly in a manner that allows the UAV to be in constant motion, rather than
having to hover at a predetermined location to gather the appropriate amount of data.

Figure 6-12: Overlay of Three Taps by Hand– Foam Block 12” Slab, Indicates
Repeatability of Dynamic Response
6.6 Tapping Mechanism
A tapping mechanism was developed in order to repeatedly generate elastic waves
on a concrete sample.
6.6.1 Tapping Mechanism Requirements
The following requirements were developed for the tapping mechanism:
•

Repeated tap capability, with a frequency of 2 taps per second (2Hz)

•

Able to tap adjacent to acoustic sensor

•

Capable of throwing Ø5/8” steel ball a minimum of 6”

•

Compact and lightweight
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•

Mechanically decoupled from UAV

•

Easily serviceable

Potentially, the requirement which had the greatest design influence on this list was
mechanically decoupling the tapping mechanism from the UAV. A key function of a
decoupled tapping mechanism is the momentary detachment of the tapping ball from the
system during the moment of impact. Decoupling ensures that the force of impact does
not feed back into the UAV platform, which could cause stability issues. A coupled tapping
mechanism would conceivably be simpler to design, perhaps using a 4-bar linkage to make
a steel ball oscillate up and down at a chosen frequency. However, this design would place
an oscillating mass above the UAV’s CG, and whatever force that is used to strike the
bridge deck would be reacted into the UAV platform. This raises the concern that the
reaction force from tapping on the concrete bridge would destabilize the UAV, increasing
the challenge to pilot the UAV beyond that of working in a confined area under a bridge.
Destabilization issues with a linkage system could be mitigated by designing the tap
reaction to pass through the UAV’s CG, however the system would still be sensitive to the
platform’s attitude changes, and a thorough assessment of a oscillating mass would need
to be conducted.
6.6.2 Tapping Mechanism Development
The decoupled tapping mechanism design went through numerous iterations, but
ultimately borrowed from the firing mechanism of an AirSoft semi-automatic gearbox.
AirSoft is a non-lethal combat game which uses a pneumatic mechanism to fire plastic
pellets. The gearbox uses a rack and pinion with a sector gear. The sector gear is missing
a number of teeth, allowing the periodic compression and release of the spring. Figure
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6-13 shows the design elements of the AirSoft mechanism which were repurposed for the
tapping mechanism.

Figure 6-13: AirSoft Gearbox Internals [Airsoft Forums UK]

The tapping mechanism uses a rack and pinion to translate rotational motion to
linear. The rack sits on a spring which is compressed when the pinion rotates. The sector
gear pinion is missing teeth so that at the end of its stroke the gear teeth disengage and the
spring energy is released into the rack. The rack is captured in the housing, and stops at
the end of its stroke, launching the ball. To catch the Ø5/8” ball, a long threaded rod is
screwed into the ball and extends down through the center of the rack. Figure 6-14 shows
the cross section of an early version design where the rack was cylindrical. It was
discovered that the complex geometry of the cylindrical rack led to a mismatch between
the line contact of the pinion and the point contact of the rack. The resultant point load
quickly exceeded the strength of material, which led to failure and called for a design
change.
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Figure 6-14: Cross Section of Tapping Mechanism

Additionally, more complicated methods to recover the steel ball involving a
secondary spring and wire harness were considered, however the simplicity and
functionality of the threaded rod were found to be ideal. Moreover, the selected pinion
sizing did not require four teeth, as there was interference when the spring was fully
depressed (i.e. solid). The sector gear design was subsequently reduced to a single tooth.
Future iterations could potentially save weight by reducing the pinion diameter while
increasing the number of teeth, or even redesigning the housing to incorporate off-the-shelf
AirSoft components.
Figure 6-15 shows the first successful tapping mechanism (V1), which was used
for mechanical data acquisition. Dimensions shown are in inches. A MakerBot was used
to 3D print the parts from ABS and PLA for rapid prototyping. The design requires six
parts to be printed and sanded to remove rough edges. The base is then screwed into a
wooden board, and the housing halves are secured with zip ties. Greater detail of the design
can be found in Tapping Mechanism Design.
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Additional components include a motor, spring, shaft mounting hub, threaded rod,
and Ø5/8” threaded stainless steel ball.

Figure 6-15: Tapping Mechanism V1

6.6.2.1 Spring Design
In order to achieve a compact design space, a special spring was used. The spring
had a large diameter, a short length, and a low spring rate rating. Metallic springs of this
size are typically quite stiff, and there was risk of overloading the plastic gears and causing
a failure. The lowest rate springs of appropriate diameter to drive the rack were made of
Ultem PEI plastic. The spring selected was sourced from the McMaster Carr catalogue
[20147N117], with an OD of Ø0.72”, a spring rate of 5.85 lbs/in, a max load of 4.34 lbs,
and a solid height of 0.26”. Future designs using a metallic spring could also be viable,
however the gear tooth material should be carefully considered prior to making a change.
Figure 6-16 shows the internal components of the tapper mechanism, including the rack,
the Ø5/8” stainless steel ball threaded with a 6” rod, and the Ultem PEI plastic spring.
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Figure 6-16: Rack, Ø5/8" Stainless Steel Ball with Threaded Rod and Ultem PEI Plastic Spring

6.6.2.2 Motor Choice
To drive the assembly, a Greartisan DC 12V 60RPM high torque motor with an
eccentric 37mm output shaft was ordered. The design requirements of 120RPM could not
be met due to a lack of inventory. A 60 RPM output shaft allows for one tap per second,
and is well suited to the prototype phase of the tapper mechanism. The inbuilt gear
reduction of this motor allowed for the direct connection of the output shaft to the driving
sector gear. Typical electric motors (both DC and AC) have an output rate much higher
than 60 RPM. In the AirSoft mechanism, the higher shaft output speed is accounted for by
implementing gear reduction ratios using a combination of bevel gears and cluster gears,
ultimately driving the sector gear and the rack. Figure 6-17 shows an image of the motor
used to drive the tapping mechanism.
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Figure 6-17: Greartisan DC 12V 60RPM Eccentric 37mm Shaft Motor

A benchtop power source was used to power the motor for testing, however for
the fielded configuration, numerous lightweight LiPo battery options are available. The
assembly was fastened to a birch plywood board for one handed data sampling in the
laboratory. Figure 6-18 shows the assembled tapping mechanism (V1), complete with a
stand for the acoustic sensor.

Figure 6-18: Assembled V1 Tapping Mechanism with Acoustic Sensor
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6.6.2.3 Design Extension
It is recognized that the height of the V1 tapper mechanism does not provide much
reach above the UAV platform. A lack of reach could pose a problem when dealing with
two flight risks under bridge decks: 1) limited maneuverability due to the concern of
propellers impacting the bridge deck, and 2) restrictions on access to the bridge deck near
obstructions such as girders and pipes. Extending the tapper design would allow for the
UAV pilot to have freedom of maneuverability, which in turn will add to the robustness of
the design. Two extensions were considered to the V1 tapper mechanism: one which
simply extended the V1 profile to provide additional reach (V2), and a design which allows
for a wide range of height options using commercially available carbon fiber tubes (V3).
Figure 6-19 shows the V2 design which was printed and assembled. The benefit to this
design was the ability to add components to the V1 concept and extend the reach of the
tapper, however due to warpage issues and added surface roughness, the V2 design was
able to throw the ball only half the height of the V1 design. Much of added mass in the V2
design is unnecessary cross-section, which led to an inefficient design. The most efficient
method of extending the reach is to use a round cross-section to preserve mass. This can
be done using commercial off-the-shelf carbon fiber tubes, as shown in the V3 design
shown in Tapping Mechanism Design.
.
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Figure 6-19: Tapper Mechanism V2 – Extended

6.6.3 Testing with the Tapper Mechanism
The introduction of the tapper mechanism required a new test setup to acquire
samples from below the test slabs, rather than by tapping them from above. The tapper
mechanism is gravitationally assisted, and cannot function upside down or at a steep angle,
as the ball has no spring return function.
A wooden frame 18” high with a 12” x 12” opening was constructed using 2” x 4”
pine to hold the 12” test slabs. At each of the four corners of the frame, wooden blocks
protrude into the central opening to provide a ledge for the slab’s corners to rest on. This
method of holding the slabs leaves the edges unconstrained, and allows the slab dynamics
to act as though there are minimal boundary conditions. The height of the frame likewise
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provides ample clearance for the tapper mechanism to be moved under the 12” test slab
without compromising safety. Figure 6-20 shows the wooden frame used for 12” test slabs
during data acquisition. Under the wooden frame is seen the tapper, the tapper’s power
source, and a stack of foam to elevate the tapper to be in range of the test sample. For this
test, the acoustic sensor was attached to the wood-dowel, and data acquisition required two
hands.

Figure 6-20: Wood Frame for 12" Test Slab Samples

6.6.4 Mechanism Noise
The introduction of a mechanical tapping device comes with additional noise
signals which must be addressed when recording pressure wave data. These noise signals
include the sound of the pinion engaging with the rack, the sound of the spring releasing,
and the sound of the ball returning after generating a pressure wave. The concrete signal
typically has the greatest voltage amplitude, as the acoustic sensor is placed nearest to the
point of concrete impact. Figure 6-21 shows the tap data of 8 pulses acquired using the
mechanical tapper mechanism. The 10 second data sample constitutes 250,000 data points,
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with a sample rate of 50kS/s. The noise on either side of the highest spike is inherent in
the current tapper design.

Figure 6-21: Mechanical Tapping of 12" Foam Embedded Test Slab

Zooming in on the first of these signals allows us to better examine the recorded
signal for that slice of time. Figure 6-22 shows the first tap signal of this recording, with
the x-axis represented in seconds rather than data points. The acoustic signal generated by
the concrete pressure wave lasts roughly 0.05s (50 ms). The noise signals adjacent to the
highest peak likely represent the spring release, contact between the threaded rod and rack
and ball return signal. Due to the high frequency of these signals, observing these events
in real time was not possible. A high speed camera in-sync with the acoustic signal would
be necessary to validate these findings, however such an effort is outside the scope of this
project.
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Figure 6-22: Mechanical Tapping Data of First Tap in 12" Foam Slab

Among the challenges presented in this signal is differentiating the concrete tap
from the adjacent noise signals. While the human mind can distinguish these individual
peaks, developing a robust algorithm to do the same can be challenging. A secondary
sensor was proposed in order to identify the start of the concrete tap signal and simplify
the overall coding.
6.6.5 Secondary Sensor
The use of a secondary sensor was proposed to identify the initiation of the elastic
wave propagation. Following a methodology developed by a previous student (Pearson,
2014), a steel ball was cut in half and a piezo-electric sensor embedded in the ball. The
ball was cut using a diamond bit Dremel on a table top lathe, and the piezo-electric sensor
glued in using clear caulking. Figure 6-23 shows the split ball piezo sensor built for use as
a secondary sensor to identify the elastic wave initiation. Due to the use of a steel ball, the
exposed solder points on the piezo were sealed prior to being embedded in the two halves
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of the ball. A caulking was selected as the adhesive to ensure the stiffest path for the
pressure wave was through the piezo-sensor. A piezo-sensor generates an electric field
when it is deformed, and the concern was that the use of an epoxy or similar adhesive
would be too stiff for the pressure wave to affect the piezo.

Figure 6-23: Split Ball Piezo-Sensor

Mounted in the tapper mechanism however, the issue with the wires quickly
became apparent. While the original design called for having the wires pass through the
rack, the V1 tapping mechanism simply did not have the clearances required for smooth
operation of the split ball piezo. As the mechanism is actuated, the wires get hung up on
the opening and are unable to allow for smooth operation. In the short term, data samples
were taken, however this design is not robust, and would quickly lead to fatigue in the
wires and breakage if it were fielded. Figure 6-24 shows the lack of clearance issue which
arises once the split ball piezo wires were introduced into the mechanism.
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Figure 6-24: Split Ball Piezo Mounted in V1 Tapper Mechanism

Data acquired from this design are shown below in Figure 6-25. At this point the
focus was not on frequency content, rather on the ability for the secondary sensor to provide
a clear indication of impact timing to simplify the post-processing code. It should be noted
here that adding a secondary signal commands the DAQ to split the sample rate between
signals, thus the 50kS/s rate became a 25kS/s rate on two channels.
The data show that the piezo-sensor in the split ball (orange) was overly sensitive
to the motions of the ball, and mimicked the acoustic signal (blue) which was trying to be
selectively filtered. The piezo signal did not require an amplifier to be read in this way,
and was fed directly into the data logger on channel 2. It is believed that due to the tight
tolerancing of the wires, the ball was unable to depress into the cavity with the rack, such
that when the spring energy was released, the ball experienced two acceleration events,
first with the rack launching it out of the mechanism, and second with the concrete surface
to generate the pressure wave. Lastly, the return signal is the most pronounced of the piezo
signals, having the sharpest deceleration after the combined force of bouncing off a
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concrete substrate and being acted upon by gravity. All these factors combine to make this
method challenging to develop.

Figure 6-25: Secondary Signal using the Split Ball Piezo

Simplifying this concept, another method was implemented to obtain the secondary
signal. This method used the material properties of the steel ball to create a signal short by
affixing metal tabs on the ball’s path as it exited the tapper mechanism. Metallic tape was
applied on two sides of the ball’s exit path, using a slight overhang to attempt to induce
contact. The metallic tape held down the leads which were fed directly into the data logger,
as before. Figure 6-26 shows the application of the shorting tab approach. One of the
advantages of this design concept over the split ball piezo is that the sensor wires are
immobile, and not subject to undue strain. Also pictured in this image is a wood spacer
used in locating the mouth of the tapper roughly 3” from the underside of the concrete
sample.
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Figure 6-26: Shorting Tab Approach to Secondary Signal, Tapper V1

The shorting tab approach to generating a secondary signal could also be substituted
with a Hall effect approach, which would similarly provide a signal of a ball passing
through. However, unlike the Hall effect, which detects magnetic flux, the shorting tab
approach can be used with any conductive metal.
Figure 6-27 shows the results of a successful secondary signal acquired with this
method. The first shorting identifies the ball leaving the mechanism as it is thrown and
prior to contact with the concrete slab. The second shorting signal indicates the ball return,
providing a convenient bookend to the tapping signal.
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Figure 6-27: Secondary Signal using Shorting Tab Approach, Success

However, the design using metallic tape is subject to rapid wear, and is not a robust
solution. The tap immediately prior to that shown in Figure 6-27 is shown in Figure 6-28,
and does not capture the ball launch, only the return signal three consecutive times.

Figure 6-28: Secondary Signal using Shorting Tab Approach, Failure

6.7 Path Forward
It is clear that some improvement is necessary to distinguish between mechanical
and environmental signal noise from that of the elastic wave in concrete. The secondary
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signal method could potentially provide a path forward, however it is evident that the
application of a split ball piezo introduces more problems than it solves, and is not worth
pursuing. The shorting tab method shows promise and is simple enough to be maintained
in the field, however the design shown in this paper is subject to rapid fatigue and does not
provide consistent values. Another solution would be the application of machine learning
to a database of signals trained by a data engineer. This method is specifically appealing
because it would preserve the data stream rate from being split into two channels while
accomplishing the same task.
During the course of this research, progress was made on identifying the concrete
acoustic signal by assessing the peaks of the time derivative, and applying a hard coded
cut-off value. This method worked well for hand tapped data acquisition, however when
the hard coded cut-off value was applied to data taken with the tapper mechanism, the cutoff value tended to include mechanism noise. Additionally, not much emphasis was placed
on the application of low-pass filters or other methods of differentiating signal data, of
which there are entire fields of study. The post-processing of a single data stream is likely
preferred over halving the data sample rate in order to acquire a secondary signal, which
itself requires additional processing.
It should be noted that all data presented here were taken in laboratory conditions,
and that working in the field would present the additional noise of UAV propellers, road
vehicles, wind and wildlife, and water features. For this method to be successful, it must
be robust and versatile.
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CHAPTER 7

DATA SAMPLING AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the method of data sampling, concerns with the method, and
the post processing of frequency data to draw conclusions on the underlying structure of a
concrete specimen.
7.2 Early Testing – Void Bottle Beam
Early testing was conducted using the spectrum analyzer, DI-710, and void bottle
beam. Each end of the beam was supported by a small wood off-cut to ensure the beam
was not lying flat on the table beneath it. Acoustic data was taken by tapping the beam by
hand with a ½” steel bolt and holding the acoustic sensor near the point of impact. The
acoustic response for both the void and solid portions of the beam were captured by the
spectrum analyzer and the data logger. Figure 7-1 shows the output from the spectrum
analyzer for two individual taps on the void bottle beam, one on a void, and another where
it was solid (i.e. no void). The recorded frequency for both of these samples was 800Hz,
however the distinction between rise time of the void signal as compared to that with the
solid signal suggested a difference in the signal data which could potentially be exploited.
This difference is most apparent in the signals’ frequency response.
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Figure 7-1: Spectrum Analyzer Results from Void Bottle Beam

The DI-710 data logger was used to record three samples on the void bottle beam,
with taps alternating between the void and solid sections of the beam to distinguish signals
in post-processing by evens and odds. The data logger was set to its maximum frequency
of 1107S/s for the acquisition of this data. Figure 7-2 shows the voltage over time signal
of the three samples taken by hand on the void bottle beam. The void and solid sections
are distinguished both by the amplitude of acoustic response and by the shape of the
response signal.

Figure 7-2: Voltage over Time Signal - Void Bottle Beam
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Further analysis of the void beam signals was conducted on a single sample which
had 8 taps total, 4 solid (odd) and 4 void (even). Figure 7-3 shows the individual signals
separated and overlaid: the solid signals on the left, and the void signals on the right. It
must be reiterated here that the signals shown are taken in laboratory conditions from a
sample with a large void, and that it is prudent to resist drawing premature conclusions.

Figure 7-3: Void Bottle Beam Taps - No Void (Left) w/ Void (Right)

7.2.1 Repeatability of Signal
To assess the repeatability of the signals, each of the 8 taps were normalized,
removing the variability in start time and start voltage. The repeatability of the signals was
demonstrated in section 6.5.4, and is reiterated in Figure 7-4 on a different sample. Here,
the frequency of the individual peaks for both the solid and void sections of the beam follow
equivalent patterns with only minor variability between taps. The importance of this
repeatability cannot be overstated, as flight time on a UAV is limited by weight and battery
size, making a short time to collect data a key factor in the success of this method.
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Figure 7-4: Void Bottle Beam - Voltage Signal: Void vs No Void

7.2.2 Power Spectral Density Analysis
The frequency analysis data for the void bottle beam taps was conducted using the
Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the individual signals, as found in Matlab. Both the Burg
and Welch PSD estimates provided clear indication of difference in signal between these
groups, and are shown here. In Figure 7-5, the higher PSD values of the solid taps are
evident when compared to those from the void. For the Burg PSD, the groups are separated
by 6.8dB, whereas the Welch shows a smaller difference of 3.5dB.

Figure 7-5: Power Spectral Density, Welch & Burg – Void Bottle Beam
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7.3 Effects of Propeller Noise
One of the principal concerns of using the AAS methodology is the effect of
propeller wash on the acoustic sensor signal. There are two ways in which this signal can
interfere with a proper reading: 1) frequency overlay - should the propeller frequency
match that of the concrete, 2) sound amplitude – should the propeller noise swamp the
signal acquired by the acoustic sensor. Both of these concerns are specific to the UAV
propeller selected as a technology platform, however to conduct a preliminary assessment,
a commercial Mavic Air UAV was used as a stand-in. Figure 7-6 shows the commercial
UAV which was used to assess propeller noise and frequency content.

Figure 7-6: DJI Mavic Air UAV

The propellers for this UAV are molded plastic, of diameter 5.5”. Propellers can
vary in many different ways, such as construction materials (e.g. wood, plastic, carbon
fiber), rotational velocity, and geometry (e.g diameter & pitch). All of these factors will
have an effect of the frequency of the propeller wash, and cannot be assessed in this paper.
As such, this UAV is likely not representative of the final configuration, which may have
larger propellers and different acoustic frequencies.
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7.3.1 Frequency Overlap
In Figure 7-6, a post with reflective tape is affixed to the axis of one of the propellers
in order to assess rotational velocity. For safety purposes, the UAV was tied to a wood
block and locked in a clamp. It should be noted that this commercial UAV is small and
lightweight, and would be challenging to mount the current prototype AAS system
(including the tapping mechanism and power sources) without affecting the craft’s CG.
A tachometer was used to read the rotational velocity of the propeller shaft in
rotations per minute (RPM). Figure 7-7 shows the readings taken at various throttle
settings, from idle with no stick, to maximum throttle. The shaft revolutions ranged from
3,400 RPM [56.6Hz] at idle to 13,500 RPM [225Hz] at full throttle. At full throttle, the
propeller velocity tended to fluctuate, and a steady reading was not possible. The
fluctuations in the propeller frequency were suspected to be due to the hard mounting of
the UAV, whereby the on-board computer likely sensed an obstruction and would attempt
to climb its way out of it. No readings above 15,000 RPM [250 Hz] were observed.

Figure 7-7: Tachometer Readings of Propeller with Varying Throttle
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A similar test was conducted using the Spectrum Analyzer [HP3582A], with the
UAV held down by straps and the acoustic sensor held near a propeller to identify the
dominant frequencies. Figure 7-8 shows the results of the test at two different window cutoffs, one at a maximum frequency reading of 1kHz, and the other at a maximum frequency
reading of 2.5kHz. In both of these frequency ranges, the dominant frequency was
identified as 310 Hz [18,600 RPM], with subsequent peaks repeating at 300Hz intervals.

Figure 7-8: Frequencies of DJI Mavic Air Propellers

Comparing the tachometer [225Hz] and spectrum analyzer [310Hz] readings, there
is a wide disparity between the recorded frequency of the full throttle UAV, however the
frequencies are on equivalent orders of magnitude.
The purpose of this testing was to investigate whether the expected bulk frequency
of 800Hz, found in earlier testing of the void bottle beam, would be discovered in the
propeller wash, and potentially interfere with the reading. For this particular UAV, the
peaks of 310Hz, 640Hz, and 950Hz fell to either side of the frequency detected in the
concrete test samples. While in this case, the frequencies of the propeller and concrete
sample did not overlap, those frequencies are properties of the geometry and material of
the propellers, and not easily changed should they present a conflict.
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7.3.2 Proximity to Propellers
Without knowing the specifics of the final propeller design, and therefor the
expected frequencies of that propeller under load, a secondary test was conducted to gauge
the acoustic sensor’s sensitivity to proximity of the propellers. A test was conducted using
a 12” concrete test slab mounted in the wooden frame. The height of the underside of the
slab was 45” from the ground, and a tapping mechanism was placed beneath the slab such
that the air gap between the tapping mechanism and test slab was less than 3”.
Tapping data were then acquired with the UAV propellers at idle [56Hz] and at
varying heights, 12” from the ground, 33” from the ground, and 45” from the ground. The
latter test brought the UAV as near to the source of elastic wave propagation as deemed
safe. Figure 7-9 shows the three positions off the ground of the UAV, with the test slab at
a distance of 45” from the ground. It can be noticed that the UAV maintains an equivalent
lateral distance from the tapping mechanism throughout each of the trials.

Figure 7-9: Effect of Propeller Noise to Distance of Acoustic Sensor (1)

Figure 7-10 shows the voltage over time signals of each individual data acquisition
trial, with each data sample having a duration of 10 seconds at a data sampling rate of
50kS/s. The y-axis of the signals is measured in volts, the x-axis lists the sample point
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number. As can be seen in each of these plots, the elastic wave signal is an order of
magnitude greater the next largest signal, and the propeller noise is too faint to be
adequately registered. The small data oscillations adjacent the voltage spikes are
representative of the sound of the tapping mechanism, gear tooth engagement, ball launch,
and ball capture. Acoustic disturbance from the propellers at idle does not register, and is
not a concern.

Figure 7-10: Effect of Propeller Noise to Distance of Acoustic Sensor (2)

Next, the worst case condition was assessed, full throttle at a max height of 45”. In
this sample, the throttle level was increased gradually three seconds into the sample
acquisition, and allowed to fluctuate between mid to full throttle. Figure 7-11 shows the
voltage over time signal of the single 10 second data acquisition trial. Here again, we can
see the elastic wave generation data point is clearly an order of magnitude greater than all
other response signals, either from the tapping mechanism or the propeller wash.
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Figure 7-11: Worst Case - High Throttle Closest to Acoustic Sensor

7.3.3 Propeller Wash Discussion
It can be concluded from these preliminary results that the effects of the propeller
noise on the acquisition of elastic wave data are negligible, and that any proper distancing
of the acoustic sensor from the propellers will have a marked effect on reducing the
interference (if any) of the propellers. Two additional considerations should be noted when
making this conclusion: 1) due to the presence of underlying girders and other obstructions,
the fielded design should use an extended arm such that the tapping mechanism and
acoustic sensor both reach up towards the bridge deck and are thus a distance away from
propeller noise, 2) the testing herein was conducted, though on a small scale consumer
UAV, absent any attempt to dampen environmental noise, such as the application of a foam
cowling around the tapping mechanism.
The fielded UAV configuration would likely benefit from such passive sound
dampening design improvements, to ensure the purest signal of elastic wave propagation
from the concrete itself.
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7.4 Mechanical Noise
The next point of contention was the noise from the tapper mechanism. Figure 7-12
shows the acoustic signal of the tapper mechanism V1 alone (blue) compared to the signal
used with the 12” embedded foam slab (orange). The concrete acoustic signal is the highest
amplitude spike in the orange plot, and the noise on either side is the sound of the tapping
mechanism. As was discussed previously, the building of an appropriate data filter has
been left to future efforts, however the repeatability of the mechanical tapper noise presents
numerous opportunities for data filtering.

Figure 7-12: Noise Comparison of Tapper Mechanism with and without Concrete Slab

To address the concern that the mechanism’s noise would interfere with the
accuracy of the collected signal, a comparison between hand tapped data and mechanical
tapped data was made. Two 70ms (0.070s) signals were acquired on the 12” slabs, using
both the solid and embedded foam slabs. The signals were acquired by hand and using the
mechanical tapper V1.
Figure 7-13 shows the signals acquired and used for this comparison. The x-axis
of the plots represents the number of data points, indicating that these samples were
acquired at different sample rates (142kS/s hand tap & 80k/s tapper V1). Functionally, the
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difference in over-sampling does not impact the frequency analysis, so long as the
appropriate sampling rate is tracked and applied to the calculations. Sampling frequencies
above 50kS/s were assessed as a result of being caught off-guard by the data rate split when
a secondary channel was added in section 6.6.5, to the detriment of data processing
efficiency.

Figure 7-13: Tapping Signals - Hand vs. Mechanical [ Solid & Foam]

Figure 7-14 shows the individual points which make up the acquired signals. These
plots provide a visual indication that at least 10 points per sinusoid have been acquired,
and the signal can be considered reliable.

Figure 7-14: Checking Individual Data Points to Affirm Data Oversampling
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7.4.1 Frequency Analysis - Fast Fourier Transform
A comparison between the frequency signals of the hand and mechanical methods
was then conducted using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function. The FFT identifies
the dominant frequencies of a signal, and here can be used to compare the generated
frequencies of solid and foam acoustic signals. Figure 7-15 shows the frequency content
for the hand and mechanical signals of the solid and foam 12” slabs. Of note are the
secondary and tertiary peaks which are evident in the foam slabs for both the hand and
mechanical tap methods. The frequency shifting of the foam slab signal is also consistent
between the two methods.

Figure 7-15: Frequency Data of Solid & Foam Slabs using FFT Function

However, the mechanical tapper frequency value increased by 17% for both the
foam and solid slab data as compared to the hand tap value. Whether this shift is a result
of the mechanism noise, or the inclusion of an errant secondary tap is unclear. It is likely
that the sample signal length of 70ms is longer than required to attain valid frequency data,
and a case could be made for half that length, allowing for further filtration of noise which
could impede signal accuracy. Ultimately, impact echo is a comparative methodology
which relies on the frequency data of a section deemed ‘solid’ to act as a basis of
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comparison. The true value of the frequency is not a critical component to identifying
subsurface delaminations.
7.4.2 Empirical Mode Decomposition – Hand Tap
One of the most useful tools for identifying the underlying frequencies which
constitute a signal is the empirical mode decomposition (EMD). The EMD function
identifies the intrinsic mode functions (IMF) of a signal, while keeping the signal in the
time domain. This method was developed by Huang, and serves as the basis for the HilbertHuang Transform shown later in this chapter:
A new method for analysing nonlinear and non-stationary data has been
developed. The key part of the method is the ‘empirical mode decomposition’ method with
which any complicated data set can be decomposed into a finite and often small number of
‘intrinsic mode functions’ that admit well-behaved Hilbert transforms. This decomposition
method is adaptive, and, therefore, highly efficient. Since the decomposition is based on
the local characteristic time scale of the data, it is applicable to nonlinear and nonstationary processes. (Huang, 2018)

Figure 7-16 shows the decomposition of the hand tapped signals for the solid and
foam slabs. The plots generated here use an EMD plotting function written by Rato &
Ortigueira, and is provided in Error! Reference source not found.. Matlab’s in-built
EMD function outputs the signal, 3 IMFs, and the signal’s residual, which does not provide
the same in-depth decomposition as Rato’s function. The IMF’s from the embedded foam
slab (right) are similar to those of the solid slab, except that at the higher modes (columns
6-10) the sinusoids persist for a longer time, possibly indicating acoustic reflection within
the void.
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Figure 7-16: EMD of Hand Tapped Signals - Solid & Foam

7.4.3 Hilbert-Huang Transform – Hand Tap
EMD analysis is a pre-requisite for generating the Hilbert-Huang Transform color
plot, another tool in the Matlab Signal Analysis toolbox. The HHT displays frequency and
amplitude content in the time-domain for a given signal. Figure 7-17 shows the HHT
results of the hand tapped signal for the solid and foam embedded slabs. The frequency
scale on the left border of the plots extends to 20kHz. Here, the distinction between the
solid and foam data is clear; the solid slab has a strong signal in the 1kHz range and a faint
signal extending out to 20kHz, while the foam slab has a weaker signal in the 1kHz range
and no signal above 5kHz.

Figure 7-17: HHT of Hand Tapped Signals - Solid & Foam
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7.4.4 Empirical Mode Decomposition – Mechanical Tap
The process is repeated for the solid and foam slabs using the mechanical tapper
V1. Figure 7-18 shows the EMD results of the mechanical tapper signal. Unfortunately,
the secondary pulse is introduced into the signal for both slabs (~3500 data point mark for
solid, ~4000 data point mark for foam), making it difficult to see the true extent of signal
damping in higher modes. Referring back to Figure 7-13, we can see both mechanical
tapper signals have a secondary pulse in the true signal at this time.

Figure 7-18: EMD of Mechanically Tapped Signals - Solid & Foam

Despite that confounding influence, the similar behavior can be seen in the higher
modes (columns 5-8) whereby the modes in the foam slab are slower to dampen out of the
signal.
7.4.5 Hilbert-Huang Transform – Mechanical Tap
Performing the HHT on the mechanical signal, again the difference between the
solid block and the foam is clear. The solid slab has a strong signal in the 1kHz range and
a faint signal extending out to 15kHz, while the foam slab has a weaker signal in the 2kHz
range and no signal above 5kHz.
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Figure 7-19: HHT of Mechanically Tapped Signals - Solid & Foam

7.4.6 Results and Discussion - Hand vs Mechanical Tapping
Despite the fact that the clearer signal can be acquired by hand in a quiet laboratory
environment, a tapping mechanism of some kind will be required to make this technology
successful in the field. The great majority of the noise intrinsic to the mechanical tapping
mechanism is ascribed to the requirement for a decoupled tapper, and the necessity to throw
the ball. This decision was made for the UAVs stability concerns, as an unstable instrument
platform is of no use to any inspection team.
However, the tapping mechanism’s signal processing challenges as presented are
not insurmountable. Moreover the use of EMD and the HHT allow for an embedded foam
void to be differentiated from a solid slab, regardless of the method of signal acquisition.
7.5 Frequency Analysis of 12” Test Slabs
In this section we will assess the frequency content of the embedded void test slabs
which were introduced in section 4.4. Five slabs were created, along with a solid slab for
baseline testing and comparison. The slabs were: bubble wrap, salt pouch, Styrofoam,
Tupperware, and ice. The dimensions of the test slabs was 12” x 12” x 2 ½”. The ice slab
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was not sampled as its structural strength was compromised when the embedded void
collapsed due to the excess of water during cure.
Acoustic signals for each of the samples was acquired at a sample rate of 50kS/s
using the hand tapping method. The salt pouch slab was sampled twice, once prior to salt
flushing (i.e. full), and again after the flush (i.e. empty). Figure 7-20 shows the single tap
signal for each of the 12” sample slabs used for frequency analysis.

Figure 7-20: Acoustic Signal of Embedded Void 12" Test Slabs

7.5.1 Frequency Analysis - Fast Fourier Transform
The FFT analysis was performed on each of the samples to assess the frequency
content out to 5kHz. Of note, the salt pouch (empty & full) and foam frequencies were
most easily discerned to have an embedded void, having the largest shift in frequency from
the solid slab. Figure 7-21 shows the frequency response of each of the test slabs. The
bubble wrap slab could not be easily identified as having a void, either by listening or
comparing with the FFT function.
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Figure 7-21: Frequency Data of 12" Embedded Void Slabs Using the FFT Function

The Tupperware slab had two distinct frequencies, likely due to the free motion of
the halves during data acquisition. The best methodology for clamping the halves together
was uncertain, so data was captured without any means of clamping.
Not shown in Figure 7-21 is the effect of depth of the embedded void. Additional
data was acquired by flipping the slabs over and taking samples from the bottom, which
produced different results. Both the samples taken from the top and the bottom of the slabs
were acquired from the center of geometry. Table 7-1 shows the peak frequency values
captured from the top and bottom of the test slabs. This result indicates that a deeply
embedded void would likely have a frequency closer to that of the solid baseline, perhaps
increasing the difficulty of detection. The bubble wrap slab did not have this behavior, and
was difficult to make assessments on based strictly from the FFT results. The Tupperware
slab could not be turned upside down, and no data was taken from the underside.
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Table 7-1: Frequencies of 12” Test Slabs with Embedded Voids – Top and Bottom

f(Hz)
Solid
BubbleWrap
Salt Full
Salt Empty
Styrofoam
TupperWare

Hand Tap on Top
1832
1694
1265
1270
1273
1st:690 || 2nd:2980

Hand Tap on Bottom
1830
1686
1624
1655
1696
-

As was discussed in section 4.5.2, the frequency data above was the basis of the
decision to proceed with the embedded foam void in the larger test slabs. This data is also
the reason for the focus on foam slabs in many steps of this analysis. The foam slabs
produced a frequency shift easily discernable to the ear, of similar frequency to the salt
pouch, and much easier to produce.
7.5.2 Frequency Analysis – Power Spectral Density
The clear-cut results from the void bottle beam early testing using the Burg and
Welch Power Spectral Densities in section 7.2.2 were not as simple in the case of the 12”
embedded void test slabs. Figure 7-22 shows the Burg and Welch PSD curves for the six
samples, but no clear distinction could be drawn as to which signal would indicate an
embedded void.

Figure 7-22: Power Spectral Density, Welch & Burg – 12” Slabs
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7.5.3 Empirical Mode Decomposition – 12” Slabs
At the time of the decision to proceed with the embedded foam void in the 24”
reinforced test slab, the EMD and HHT codes had yet to be developed. Their analysis is
presented here. Figure 7-23 shows the comparison of the EMD signals of the solid and
bubble wrap slabs.

Figure 7-23: EMD of Hand Tapped Signals - Solid & Bubble wrap

The higher mode damping of the embedded void is again apparent here, however
difficult to make a distinction absent additional information. Figure 7-24 shows the EMD
of the salt pouch slab, for both empty and full variants. The higher modes of the empty
salt slab dampen quicker than expected, perhaps indicating that the behavior seen in the
foam is a result of material, and not a true void.

Figure 7-24: EMD of Hand Tapped Signals - Salt Empty & Salt Full
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Figure 7-25 shows the EMD of the foam and Tupperware signals. The foam as
before shows higher mode frequencies slow to dampen out, whereas the behavior of higher
modalities in the Tupperware is more difficult to gain information from, making
identification from EMD alone unclear.

Figure 7-25: EMD of Hand Tapped Signals - Foam & Tupperware

7.5.4 Hilbert-Huang Transform – 12” Slabs
As the EMD is a pre-requisite to the HHT plotting function, the 6 test samples were
plotted together for ease of comparison. Figure 7-26 shows the HHT results of the 6
samples over the sample time of 50ms. The frequency scale on the left edge is common,
however the color scale on the right hand varies from plot to plot according to signal power
level.
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Figure 7-26: HHT of Hand Tapped Signals – 12” Embedded Void Slabs

The HHT provides a clear indication of a void or delamination, when contrasting
with the embedded void slabs. As before, the solid slab has a strong signal indication in
the 1kHz range, with a weaker signal extending to 20kHz. All other void and embedded
test slabs could reasonably be grouped together, having a strong signal in the 1kHz range,
but not extending to higher frequencies. The exception is the Tupperware slab which
simultaneously has two signals at the 1kHz and 2kHz range, but no further signal
development beyond that.
Surprisingly, though sounding the bubble wrap slab does not provide a convincing
indication of a subsurface delamination, it is visible in the HHT plot. Going forward, there
may be some merit in developing a reinforced 24” bubble wrap slab as a test article, as the
difficulty to detect through sounding gives credence to the impact echo methodology.
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7.6 Frequency Analysis of 24” Reinforced Test Slabs
The reinforced 24” slabs were the largest form factor available over the course of
this research. The solid slab was constructed first, and FFT sampling was taken to
understand the effects of embedded rebar and the effects of geometric symmetries. For
this sampling, the slab’s rebar were resting on concrete beams, such that the slab itself was
not resting on a surface and was free to dynamically respond. Figure 7-27 shows the
frequency data results of tapping the solid slab in any of 9 zones, in between the rebar.

Figure 7-27: Frequency Symmetry of Reinforced 24" Solid Slab

Plotting the frequencies of each of the solid slab zones revealed the symmetry
inherent in the geometry, and that the center section is likely the most representative of the
underside of a bridge deck. The zones adjacent to the center along the rebar additionally
showed a second frequency, which may have been due to the reflected acoustics in the
rebar. Figure 7-28 shows the frequency response of the 9 zones.
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Figure 7-28: Frequency Content of 9 Zones in Solid Slab

Additionally, samples were taken from the location above the embedded rebar and
processed with the FFT. The effect of the rebar seemed to generate multiple frequencies,
however no pattern of frequencies was evident in this data. Additional work on the effect
of embedded rebar is needed to understand the effect on EMD and HHT processing.
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Figure 7-29: Frequency Content of 6 Rebar Locations in Solid Slab

Using the center zone of both the solid and foam embedded reinforced 24” slabs,
hand tapped data was acquired and compared. Figure 7-30 shows the signals of the
acquired taps, and the comparison when a single tap from each sample is overlaid. It is
unclear why the amplitude of the foam signal is so much greater than that of the solid
signal, however this may be a result of the variability of hand tapping, as opposed to having
a consistent spring driven instrument.

Figure 7-30: Hand Tapped Signals of 24" Slabs, Solid & Foam
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7.6.1 Frequency Analysis – Fast Fourier Transform – 24” Reinforced Slab
The frequency analysis using the FFT of the center zone of the foam and solid 24”
reinforced test slabs is shown in Figure 7-31. As before, there is a shift in frequency
between the solid and foam, however whereas in the 12” slabs the frequency of the foam
slab decreased by 70%, in the 24” slab the foam frequency decreased by only 15%. The
secondary frequencies are interesting in the foam slab, but it is difficult to know whether
this phenomenon is repeatable in the field.

Figure 7-31: Frequency Data of 24" Embedded Void Slabs Using the FFT Function

7.6.2 Empirical Mode Decomposition – 24” Slabs
As before, the EMD of the signals was processed, and plots produced. Figure 7-32
shows the plots of the decomposed modes in the acquired signal. Interestingly, the first
mode (i.e. column 1) of the foam slab is very brief, almost as to have no influence. When
compared to the first mode of the solid slab, there is a clear distinction. Additionally,
column 5 of the foam slab exhibits a pronounced beating frequency which is not apparent
in the solid slab. Despite these differences, provided these two data points absent any clear
labeling, it would be difficult to determine which had an embedded void without careful
study.
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Figure 7-32: EMD of Hand Tapped Signals – 24” Slabs - Solid & Foam

7.6.3 Hilbert-Huang Transform – 24” Slabs
The HHT was performed on the 24” slabs, and as before provided an clear
distinction between the solid and foam embedded slab. Of note, for this example the
frequency band was limited to 10kHz, as there was no benefit to extending to 20kHz as
before. Figure 7-33 shows the results of the 24” test slab HHT.

Figure 7-33: HHT of Hand Tapped Signals – 12” Embedded Void Slabs

The HHT of the 24” solid slab is similar to that which was witnessed in the 12”
solids slabs shows in Figure 7-17 and Figure 7-19, in that there is a signal intensity around
the 1kHz range with a signal extending through to 4kHz. Moreover, the 1kHz signal
persists for 25ms (20ms for mechanical) before becoming too faint for detection. However
in the foam sample, the signal intensity is nearer to 2kHz, and is exceedingly brief. Again
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the power scales are not equal on these plots, with an order of magnitude increase in the
data for the foam block, as compared to the solid. However, the HHT trend of the solid
block between the 12” and 24” samples suggests that if a solid piece of bridge can be
identified in the field, that data point can then be used as a baseline for comparison with
damaged concrete, allowing for a differentiation using this technique.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Work Performed
The existence of subsurface delaminations in the underside of bridge decks is a
persistent problem, set to worsen as infrastructure continues to age throughout the nation.
The task of developing a detection tool which can reasonably provide clear insight into the
damage characteristics of the undersides of bridge decks is not trivial. Developing such a
tool which requires neither the stoppage of traffic, nor putting operators at risk, would
provide much needed data for the planning of repair and maintenance by government
infrastructure agencies across the country.
8.1.1 Technology Down-Select
In this project, we propose the inspection of the undersides of bridge decks using a
UAV platform mounted technology. Seven candidate technologies were considered in a
trade study, arriving at the conclusion that the active acoustic sensing (AAS) impact echo
method is best suited to the operational and robustness requirements of the task.
8.1.2 Concrete Test Specimens
A series of small test specimens were then created, investigating the best
methodology for embedding a void into a piece of concrete for future testing. The test
specimens were intended to provide a laboratory test bed to represent the early-stage
subsurface delaminations of failing concrete. The embedded void specimens ranged from
PVA pucks, to a foam block, salt pouch, bubble wrap, Tupperware and ice. Despite some
manufacturing setbacks, the decision to move forward with the foam block was based on a
qualitative comparison of sounding frequencies. Two larger reinforced concrete test
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samples were created, one solid and the other with an embedded foam void. The larger
samples were 24” on a side, and each had 4 pieces of ½” rebar serve as reinforcing material.
The size was settled upon as the largest reasonable slab which could be manipulated in a
laboratory setting.
8.1.3 Instrumentation
8.1.3.1 Data Acquisition and Logging
Progressing with the impact echo methodology, instrumentation was assembled and
connected. A portable data acquisition system was constructed, which included a high
frequency PCB acoustic sensor capable of 80kHz acquisition, and a DATAQ analog to
digital data-logger capable of matching the rate. Initial tapping data samples were acquired
using a ½” steel bolt, with the acoustic sensor affixed to a wood-dowel to be positioned
near the acoustic source. The short steel bolt was an ideal striking instrument due to its
durability and high frequency modes unlikely to be detected by the acoustic sensor.
8.1.3.2 Tapper Mechanism
Turning to the automation of data acquisition, a tapping mechanism’s design
requirements were drawn up to constrain a design solution to fit the UAV platform. Chief
among the requirements was the need to decouple the tapper from the UAV to address
stability issues when in flight. Whereas a coupled tapping mechanism would push down
on the UAV at the same frequency as it pushed up on the bridge, a decoupled mechanism
would launch and subsequently catch a tapping instrument, potentially relieving the UAV
pilot of inherent stability issues in the design. The tapper mechanism was developed
loosely based on the gear box of the AirSoft repeating trigger mechanism.
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After a few generations, a working tapper mechanism was developed which could
cycle without failure, however the act of launching the tapping instrument introduced
mechanical noise which was challenging to filter out with simplistic algorithms. A
secondary signal was thus introduced to provide a log of points of contact with the concrete.
The secondary signal was built from a steel ball cut in half and recombined with a piezoelectric sensor glued between the two halves. Unfortunately, this solution was not tenable,
as the tolerances of the tapper did not easily allow for the motion of the piezo wires, and
there was a risk of early fatigue and breakage. Moreover, the sensitivity of the piezo was
such that the acceleration of the ball generated a signal, and that the secondary signal
mimicked the first without providing a clear delineation on when the concrete was struck.
It was also discovered that adding a secondary signal would divide the data logger’s
sampling rate between the channels, which ran the risk of not generating sufficient data
points for post-processing. A different configuration for acquiring a secondary signal was
attempted, where the steel ball was used to complete a circuit and log the time of exit and
return from the tapper, however this design was also subject to fatigue failure. A
satisfactory solution to tapping data filtration was deemed outside the scope of this phase
of the project.
8.1.4 Frequency Analysis and Post-Processing
Sampled data were post-processed using a variety of frequency analysis techniques.
Data samples ranging from 50ms to 80ms were selected for post-processing, though the
typical signal rarely lasted more than 30ms.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was developed to be able to detect the dominant
frequencies in a data signal, and plot these frequencies against each other. The FFT was
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instrumental in detecting frequency shift when an embedded void was present, or
identifying when a signal had more than one dominant frequency as in the case with
embedded rebar.
The Burg and Welch Power Spectral Densities (PSD) were found to be a useful tool
when differentiating the solid and void sections of the void bottle beam, as a clear division
of two groups was evident at their peak frequencies. However, neither of these PSD
metrics were found to be robust enough to provide conclusive data in follow-on testing
with the embedded void slabs created during the course of this project.
The next method explored was the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) which
could separate a signal into the intrinsic mode functions (IMF) which constituted the signal.
This method is a time-domain variant of mode super-position, able to distinguish the
individual parts (or modes) of the original signal. The EMD provides insight into the
behavior of the individual modes, and often suggested that the higher order modes of
specimens with embedded voids would take longer to dissipate.
The EMD information was a pre-requisite to the next method, the Hilbert-Huang
Transform (HHT). The HHT provides a frequency-time-power plot of a signal. The HHT
was the most useful tool in the analysis toolbox to be able to differentiate embedded voids
from a solid slab. Comparing the results of the smaller 12” solid slab to the larger 24” solid
slab showed similar signal shapes in the HHT, which were clearly distinguishable from the
shapes determined in all of the embedded void samples. The HHT lends credence to the
capability of the AAS impact echo method to differentiate concrete samples based on a
predetermined ‘solid’ baseline sample.
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8.2 Conclusions and Path Forward
Through this work, it has been demonstrated that the embedded voids of the 12”
and 24” samples can be differentiated from the solid slabs of equivalent form factor using
HHT plots. At this point, the HHT plot data cannot be simplified to a single key metric in
order to automate the determination of damage to concrete, however the methodology
appears sound and with more data points may someday be determined to be more simple
than appears at this state.
Most surprising was the HHT’s capability of delineating the embedded bubble wrap
as separate and distinct from the solid slab, indicating a void where sounding only provides
an inconclusive result. It may be worthwhile to further examine the use of bubble wrap as
an embedded void laboratory specimen, as the reality of in-situ impact echo will likely be
equally as difficult and subtle.
Of utmost need near-term is a determination on whether the tapper mechanism
should proceed on its current design path, or whether a simpler mechanism could
potentially make less noise without compromising UAV stability. The decision to
uncouple the tapper from the UAV has far reaching implications, and should be addressed
with the collaborative teams to ensure buy-in from the project stake-holders.
Assuming the decoupled design is to move forward, a miniaturization effort of the
V1 tapper should be considered, as it would be able to reduce overall weight and increase
efficiency of the mechanism. While there are many ways to go about this, a key culprit of
the mechanism’s weight penalty is the 1Hz motor, which could potentially be replaced by
a lighter motor with an added gearbox to drive down the rotational rate, and drive up the
torque.
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Having settled those issues, the data filtration and post-processing of signals could
be reassessed and streamlined. The current methodology is laborious, having to collect
finite time samples in the DATAQ software, export those to Excel, then import those files
to Matlab for FFT, EMD, and HHT processing. Miniaturizing and streamlining data
collection and processing is beyond me at this point.
One last goal to keep in mind during all of this is position tracking of the UAV
during flight. Early in this project the issue of position tracking was briefly considered,
but quickly was overcome by events. It would be useful to look into the data tracking
methods used in photogrammetry, which have similar issues of tracking time and position
of individual image capture in order to stitch together the photographs into a 3D model in
post.
The fact that the UAV based impact echo method is being commercially developed
by the Niricson company of British Columbia is greatly heartening, and despite the
challenges ahead demonstrates that this project is headed in the right direction.
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APPENDIX A. MatLab Code
A.1

MATLAB Codes – 12” Slab Samples

%% This code is for processing the 12” slabs, using the input file
%%%'Data_testSlabs_12inch.mat'. Individual data points have been hard coded, and are
%%%pulled out of the data to plot a single event for each of the 6 geometries, and
%%%subsequently plot their time and frequency data. Functions included are the FFT,
%%%EMD, HHT, PWELCH, PBURG and PCOV
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

load('Data_testSlabs_12inch.mat')
%% trim signal length
clear slab_tap; sigL=3000;slab_tap = zeros(sigL,6);
sigSS=187600; offSS=-0.5;
%determine signal start times and voltage offsets
sigBB=132655; offBB=0;
sigSE=131942; offSE=1.5;
sigSF=149725; offSF=2.2;
sigFm=151528; offFm=2.6;
sigTP=128653; offTP=3.2;
%calculate frequency
fs= (labtupperware50Ksgain1topcntr1.RelativeTime(10,1)-...
labtupperware50Ksgain1topcntr1.RelativeTime(9,1))^-1;
%Single Tap Array: Solid
for i=sigSS:sigSS+sigL
slab_tap (i+1-sigSS,1)= labsolid12inch50kSs.Volt(i,:)-offSS;
end
%Single Tap Array: Bubble
for i=sigBB:sigBB+sigL
slab_tap (i+1-sigBB,2)= labbubblewrap50Ksgain1topcntr1.Volt(i,:)-offBB;
end
%Single Tap Array: Salt Empty
for i=sigSE:sigSE+sigL
slab_tap (i+1-sigSE,3)=
labsaltEmpty50Ksgain1topcntr2.Volt(i,:)-offSE;
end
%Single Tap Array: Salt Full
for i=sigSF:sigSF+sigL
slab_tap (i+1-sigSF,4)= labsaltFll50Ksgain1topcntr2.Volt(i,:)-offSF;
end
%Single Tap Array: Foam
for i=sigFm:sigFm+sigL
slab_tap (i+1-sigFm,5)=
labstyrofoam50Ksgain1topcntr.Volt(i,:)-offFm;
end
%Single Tap Array: Tupperware
for i=sigTP:sigTP+sigL
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slab_tap (i+1-sigTP,6)= labtupperware50Ksgain1topcntr1.Volt(i,:)-offTP;
end
% Plot Trimmed Data
figure;plot(slab_tap(:,1:end),'DisplayName','slab_tap(:,1:end)')
legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','saltFull','foam','tupperware');
xlabel('Data Points');ylabel('Volts');title('12" Test Slabs')
%% Hilbert - Huang Transform
% Calculate EMD Empirical Mode Decomposition and Plot
figure;
imfSS = emd(slab_tap(:,1),'Display',1);%Solid
imfBB = emd(slab_tap(:,2),'Display',1);%Bubble
imfSE = emd(slab_tap(:,3),'Display',1);%Salt Empty
imfSF = emd(slab_tap(:,4),'Display',1);%Salt Full
imfFm = emd(slab_tap(:,5),'Display',1);%Foam
imfTP = emd(slab_tap(:,6),'Display',1);%Tupperware
fHz=2e4; %Set Upper Frequency Bound of Plot
subplot(3,2,1);hht(imfSS,fs,'FrequencyLimits',[0
Solid')
subplot(3,2,2);hht(imfBB,fs,'FrequencyLimits',[0
Bubble Wrap')
subplot(3,2,3);hht(imfSE,fs,'FrequencyLimits',[0
Salt Empty')
subplot(3,2,4);hht(imfSF,fs,'FrequencyLimits',[0
Salt Full')
subplot(3,2,5);hht(imfFm,fs,'FrequencyLimits',[0
Styrofoam')
subplot(3,2,6);hht(imfTP,fs,'FrequencyLimits',[0
Tupper Ware')

fHz]);title('12"
fHz]);title('12"
fHz]);title('12"
fHz]);title('12"
fHz]);title('12"
fHz]);title('12"

%Generate PSD Plots – Welch, Covariant, Burg
%Burg & Covariant plotted @ 4th order
figure;pcov(slab_tap, 4);legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','saltFull','foam','tupperware');
figure;pwelch(slab_tap);legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','saltFull','foam','tupperware');
figure;pburg(slab_tap,4);legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','saltFull','foam','tupperware');
figure;pwelch(slab_tap(:,[1:3,5]));legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','foam');
figure;pwelch(slab_tap(:,[1:3,5]));legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','saltFull','foam');
figure;pwelch(slab_tap(:,[1,2]));legend('solid','bubble');
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%% PWelch Plot Custom Windowing w/ Frequency Data
figure;hold on;
for i=1:width(slab_tap)
[pxx,f] = pwelch(slab_tap(:,i),1000,250,500,fs);
%Inputs:
%pwelch(signal,window length,sample overlap, DFT length)
plot(f,10*log10(pxx))
end
xlim([0 2e4]);
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');ylabel('PSD (dB/Hz)');title('PWelch PSD
12" Slabs')
legend('solid','bubble','saltEmpty','saltFull','foam','tupperware');
%% Spectrogram Plots
figure;spectrogram(slab_tap(:,1),128,120,516,fs,'yaxis');title('Spectrogram: Solid 12"')
figure;spectrogram(slab_tap(:,2),128,120,516,fs,'yaxis');title('Spectrogram: Bubble wrap 12"')
figure;spectrogram(slab_tap(:,2),128,120,516,fs,'yaxis');title('Spectrogram: Salt Empty 12"')
figure;spectrogram(slab_tap(:,2),128,120,516,fs,'yaxis');title('Spectrogram: Salt Full 12"')
figure;spectrogram(slab_tap(:,2),128,120,516,fs,'yaxis');title('Spectrogram: Foam 12"')
figure;spectrogram(slab_tap(:,2),128,120,516,fs,'yaxis');title('Spectrogram: Tupperware 12"')
%% Empirical Mode Decomposition -MatLab Built-in
% Signal + 3 Intrinsic Mode Functions + Residual
figure;emd(slab_tap(:,1),'MaxNumIMF',5);label('solid')
figure;emd(slab_tap(:,2),'MaxNumIMF',5)
figure;emd(slab_tap(:,3),'MaxNumIMF',5)
figure;emd(slab_tap(:,4),'MaxNumIMF',5)
figure;emd(slab_tap(:,5),'MaxNumIMF',5)
figure;emd(slab_tap(:,6),'MaxNumIMF',5)
%% Stacked Plot EMD – Rato Code Derivation
rParabEmd_SS=rParabEmd L(slab_tap(:,1),40,40,1);
rParabEmd_BB=rParabEmd L(slab_tap(:,2),40,40,1);
rParabEmd_SE=rParabEmd L(slab_tap(:,3),40,40,1);
rParabEmd_SF=rParabEmd L(slab_tap(:,4),40,40,1);
rParabEmd_Fm=rParabEmd L(slab_tap(:,5),40,40,1);
rParabEmd_TP=rParabEmd L(slab_tap(:,6),40,40,1);

%Solid
%Bubble wrap
%Salt Empty
%Salt Full
%Styrofoam
%Tupperware

figure;stackedplot(rParabEmd_SS);title('Hand Tap Solid - 12"');
figure;stackedplot(rParabEmd_BB);title('Hand Tap Bubble wrap 12"');
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figure;stackedplot(rParabEmd_SE);title('Hand
12"');
figure;stackedplot(rParabEmd_SF);title('Hand
12"');
figure;stackedplot(rParabEmd_Fm);title('Hand
figure;stackedplot(rParabEmd_TP);title('Hand
12"');

Tap Salt Empty Tap Salt Full Tap Foam - 12"');
Tap Tupperware -

%% FFT Calc & Plot
T = 1/fs;
% Sampling period
L=length(slab_tap)+1; %length of vector (rounded to even #)
%%FFT Calculation
for i=1:6
Y_1 = fft(slab_tap(:,i));
Pb_1 = abs(Y_1/L);
Pa_1 = Pb_1(1:L/2+1);
Pa_1(2:end-1) = 2*Pa_1(2:end-1);
f_1 = fs*(0:(L/2))/L;
figure(5);subplot(2,3,i)
plot(f_1,Pa_1);xlim([0 5000]);ylim([0 .05])
xlabel('f (Hz)');ylabel('|P1(f)|')
title('Frequency')
end
A.2

MATLAB Codes – EMD and HHT
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% This program performs the Empirical Mode Decomposition accordingly to the paper
%
?On the HHT, its problems, and some solutions?, Reference: Rato, R. T., Ortigueira, M. D., and Batista, A. G.,
%
Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing , vol. 22, no.
6, pp. 1374-1394, August 2008.
%
%
%
Authors: Raul Rato (rtr@uninova.DOT.pt) and Manuel Ortigueira
(mdortigueira@uninova.pt or mdo@fct.unl.pt)
%
%
%rParabEmd L: Emd parabolic decomposition with extrapolated extrema
v1.01
%
Build 20070717001
%
%
Usage: rParabEmd= rParabEmd L(x,qResol, qResid, qAlfa);
%
x
- input signal - must be a real vector
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%
qResol - Resolution (in DBs: 10*log(WSignal/Bias energy))- normally between 40 and 60 dB
%
qResid - Residual energy (in DBs: 10*log (WSignal/WqResidual))- normally between 40 and 60 dB
%
qAlfa - Gradient step size (normally is set to 1)
%
rParabEmd
- relation matrix of IMF modes (each as
a line)
%
with residual in last line.
%
%
Limitations:
NaN is not trapped
%
%
History:
V1.00 First version
%
V1.01 Count mismatch detection (Line 44) increased from 1 to 2
%
% WARNING: This software is a result of our research work and is
supplied without any garanties.
%
We would like to receive comments on the results and
report on bugs.
%
%
/* NoSPAM: Replace .DOT. with a dot (.) */
%
(c) LaPAS-2007
function rParabEmd = rParabEmd L (x, qResol, qResid, qAlfa)
dbstop if warning
if(nargin~=4), error('rParabEmd L: Use with 4 inputs.'), end
if(nargout>1), error('rParabEmd L: Use with just one output.'),
end
ArgCheck_s(x, qResol, qResid, qAlfa)
% Actual computation
kc = x(:);
% ket copy of the input signal
Wx= kc'*kc;
% Original signal energy
quntN = length(kc);
% Signal length
% loop to decompose the input signal into successive IMFs
rParabEmd= [];
% Matrix which will contain the successive
IMFs, and the residue
rParabEmdCnt= 0;
qDbResid= 0;
%Equal energies at start
quntOscCnt= quntNOsc_s(kc);
while ((qDbResid<qResid) && (quntOscCnt>2) )
% c has some energy and oscilates
kImf = kc; % at the beginning of the sifting process, kImf is
the signal
% rPM= [xM(M), yM(M)];
rPMOri= rGetPMaxs_s(kImf);
rPmOri= rGetPMins_s(kImf);
% rPm= [xm(m), ym(m)];
rPM= rPMaxExtrapol_s(rPMOri, rPmOri, quntN);
rPm= rPMinExtrapol_s(rPMOri, rPmOri, quntN);
quntLM= length(rPM); quntLm= length(rPm);
% if (abs(quntLM-quntLm)>2), disp('Debug: Max-Min count mismatch.'),keyboard,end;
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if (abs(quntLM-quntLm)>2), disp('Debug: Max-Min count mismatch.'),end;
if(sum(abs(diff(sign(rPM(1:min(quntLM,quntLm),1)rPm(1:min(quntLM,quntLm),1)))))>0)
%
disp('Debug: Max-Min sequence mismatch.'),keyboard;
disp('Debug: Max-Min sequence mismatch.');
end
if(sum(abs(diff(sign(rPm(1:min(quntLM,quntLm),1)rPM(1:min(quntLM,quntLm),1)))))>0)
%
disp('Debug: Max-Min reverse sequence mismatch.'),keyboard;
disp('Debug: Max-Min reverse sequence mismatch.');
end
bTenv= spline(rPM(:,1), rPM(:,2), 1:quntN);
% Top
envelop: bTenv[n];
bDenv= spline(rPm(:,1), rPm(:,2), 1:quntN);
% Down
envelop: bDenv[n];
bBias= (bTenv+bDenv)/2;
% first bias estimate
while true(1)
% inner loop to find each IMF
WImf= kImf'*kImf;
%current IMF energy
WBias= bBias*bBias';
%bias energy
if WBias*WImf<0 , warning('rParabEmd L: Ooops, negative
energy detected.'), end
if WBias> 0, DbqResol= 10*log10(WImf/WBias); else DbqResol= Inf; end
if (DbqResol>qResol), break, end %Resolution reached
%Resolution not reached. More work is needed
kImf = kImf- qAlfa*bBias';
% subtract
qAlfa bias from kImf
% rPM= [xM(M), yM(M)];
rPMOri= rGetPMaxs_s(kImf);
rPmOri= rGetPMins_s(kImf);
% rPm= [xm(m), ym(m)];
rPM= rPMaxExtrapol_s(rPMOri, rPmOri, quntN);
rPm= rPMinExtrapol_s(rPMOri, rPmOri, quntN);
bTenv= spline(rPM(:,1), rPM(:,2), 1:quntN);
%
Top envelop: bTenv[n];
bDenv= spline(rPm(:,1), rPm(:,2), 1:quntN);
%
Down envelop: bDenv[n];
bBias= (bTenv+bDenv)/2;
% new bias estimate
end % Wend true
%
rParabEmd = [rParabEmd; kImf'];
% store the extracted rParabEmd in the matrix rParabEmd
kc = kc - kImf;
% subtract the extracted rParabEmd from the signal
quntOscCnt= quntNOsc_s(kc);
rParabEmdCnt=rParabEmdCnt+1;
if (kc'*kc)>0
qDbResid= 10*log10(Wx/(kc'*kc));
else
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qDbResid = Inf
end
%
end % Wend ((DbR... ))
if ((kc'*kc)/Wx)>(10^-12)
rParabEmd=[rParabEmd; kc'];
IMF
rParabEmdCnt=rParabEmdCnt+1;
NumOscqResiduais= quntNOsc_s(kc);
end
rParabEmd= rParabEmd';

%The residual is the last

end %main function
%SubFunctions
%
function ArgCheck_s(x, qResol, qResid, qAlfa)
[qL, qC] = size(x);
if ((qL*qC)~= max(qL,qC)), error('rParabEmd L: Input signal must
be a one dim vector.'), end
if ((qL*qC)<= 1), error('rParabEmd L: Input signal must be a
vector.'), end
[qL,qC] = size(qResol);
if ( ~((qL==1)&(qC==1)) ), error('rParabEmd L: Input resolution
must be a scalar.'), end
if ( qResol<=0 ), error('rParabEmd L: Input resolution must
strictly positive.'), end
[qL,qC] = size(qResid);
if ( ~((qL==1)&(qC==1)) ), error('rParabEmd L: Input residual
must be a scalar.'), end
if ( qResid<=0 ), error('rParabEmd L: Input residual must
strictly positive.'), end
[qL,qC] = size(qAlfa);
if ( ~((qL==1)&(qC==1)) ), error('rParabEmd L: qAlfa step must
be a scalar.'), end
if ( qAlfa<=0 ), error('rParabEmd L: qAlfa step must be
strictly positive.'), end
end
%
%---------- make at 17-Jul-07 10:16:59.44
% quntNOsc_s
v1.01
%
build 20070409001
%
Returns the oscilation count, no steps
function quntNOsc = quntNOsc_s (x)
y=0;
qisTop= false; qisDown= false;
for i=2:(length(x)-1)
if( ((x(i-1)) < (x(i))) && ((x(i+1))< (x(i))) ) %Max /-\
y=y+1;
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end
if( ((x(i-1)) > (x(i))) && ((x(i+1))> (x(i))) ) %min \_/
y=y+1;
end
%Top

if( ((x(i-1)) < (x(i))) && ((x(i+1))== (x(i))) ) %StepL /qisTop= true; qisDown= false;
end
if( ((x(i-1)) == (x(i))) && ((x(i+1))< (x(i))) ) %stepR -\
if qisTop;
y=y+1; end;
qisTop= false;
end

%Downs
if( ((x(i-1)) > (x(i))) && ((x(i+1))== (x(i))) ) %stepL \_
qisTop= false; qisDown= true;
end
if( ((x(i-1)) == (x(i))) && ((x(i+1))> (x(i))) ) %StepR _/
if qisDown; y=y+1; end
qisDown=false;
end
end % for i=2:(length(x)-1)
quntNOsc= y;
end % function y = quntNOsc_s (x)
%---------- make at 17-Jul-07 10:16:59.44
function rPMaxExtrapol= rPMaxExtrapol_s(rPM, rPm, quntL)
%rPMaxExtrapol_s
V1.00
%
build 2007407001
% Time-mirrored top extrema (Parabolic Maxs) extrapolation
%Init
rPM= sortrows(rPM); %assumes nothing on rPM sort order
rPm= sortrows(rPm); %assumes nothing on rPm sort order
kTopTim1= rPM(:,1); kTopVal= rPM(:,2);
kDwnTim1= rPm(:,1); kDwnVal= rPm(:,2);
%Start extrapolation --------------------if ( (kTopTim1(1)== 1) && (kDwnTim1(1)== 1) )
disp ('rPMaxExtrapol_s: Poliextrema at signal''s start');
elseif ( (kTopTim1(1)<1) || (kDwnTim1(1)< 1) )
disp ('rPMaxExtrapol_s: Invalid extrema at signal''s start');
else
kTopTim1=[2-kDwnTim1(1); kTopTim1];
% New first Top at
the (one based) specular Min
kTopVal=[kTopVal(1); kTopVal];
% Same Val as old
first Top
end
% End extrapolation
if ( (kTopTim1(end)== quntL) && (kDwnTim1(end)== quntL) )
disp ('rPMaxExtrapol_s: Poliextrema at signal''s end');
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elseif ( (kTopTim1(end)> quntL) || (kDwnTim1(end)> quntL) )
disp ('rPMaxExtrapol_s: Invalid extrema at signal''s end');
else
kTopTim1=[kTopTim1; (2*quntL - kDwnTim1(end))];
% New
last Top at the specular Min
kTopVal=[ kTopVal; kTopVal(end)];
% Same Val as old
last Top
end
% return value
rPMaxExtrapol= sortrows([kTopTim1, kTopVal]);
end
%
%---------- make at 17-Jul-07 10:16:59.44
function rPMinExtrapol= rPMinExtrapol_s(rPM, rPm, quntL)
%rPMinExtrapol_s
V1.00
%
build 2007407001
% Time-mirrored down extrema (Parabolic Mins) extrapolation
%Init
rPM= sortrows(rPM); %assumes nothing on rPM sort order
rPm= sortrows(rPm); %assumes nothing on rPm sort order
kTopTim1= rPM(:,1); kTopVal= rPM(:,2);
kDwnTim1= rPm(:,1); kDwnVal= rPm(:,2);
%Start extrapolation --------------------if ( (kTopTim1(1)== 1) && (kDwnTim1(1)== 1) )
disp ('rPMinExtrapol_s: Poliextrema at signal''s start');
elseif ( (kTopTim1(1)<1) || (kDwnTim1(1)< 1) )
disp ('rPMinExtrapol_s: Invalid extrema at signal''s start');
else
kDwnTim1=[2-kTopTim1(1); kDwnTim1];
% New first Dwn at
the (one based) specular Max
kDwnVal=[kDwnVal(1); kDwnVal];
% Same Val as old
first Dwn
end
% End extrapolation
if ( (kTopTim1(end)== quntL) && (kDwnTim1(end)== quntL) )
disp ('rPMinExtrapol_s: Poliextrema at signal''s end');
elseif ( (kTopTim1(end)> quntL) || (kDwnTim1(end)> quntL) )
disp ('rPMinExtrapol_s: Invalid extrema at signal''s end');
else
kDwnTim1=[kDwnTim1; (2*quntL - kTopTim1(end))];
% New
last Dwn at the specular Max
kDwnVal=[ kDwnVal; kDwnVal(end)];
% Same Val as old
last Dwn
end
% return value
rPMinExtrapol= sortrows([kDwnTim1, kDwnVal]);
end
%
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%---------- make at 17-Jul-07 10:16:59.44
function rPMax= rGetPMaxs_s(aS)
%Get Parabolic Maxs,
plateaus out
%
build 20070612001
kS= aS(:);
quntLenS=length(kS);
quntMaxCnt=0;
kSMNdx1= []; kSMVal=[];
%signal S Maxima indices and values
kSPMTim1= []; kSPMVal=[];
%signal S Parabolic Maxima times
and values
if (quntLenS>2)
%if signal has enough length
for Cnt=2:(quntLenS-1) %search the Maxs
if ( ((kS(Cnt) > kS(Cnt+1))) && ((kS(Cnt) >= kS(Cnt-1)))
|| ((kS(Cnt) >= kS(Cnt+1))) && ((kS(Cnt) > kS(Cnt-1))) )
quntMaxCnt=quntMaxCnt+1;
kSMNdx1= [kSMNdx1; Cnt]; kSMVal=[kSMVal; kS(Cnt)];
end
end
end
% Now we have the Maxs, lets get the Parabolic Maxs
oldxv= -Inf; oldyv= -Inf;
intGapMax= max(kS)-min(kS);
for jj=1:quntMaxCnt
%for all Maxs
%xa= -1; xb= 0; xc= 1;
ya= kS(kSMNdx1(jj)-1); % Sample point before
yb= kS(kSMNdx1(jj));
% Sample point, == kSMVal(jj)
yc= kS(kSMNdx1(jj)+1); % Sample point after
D= (-4*yb+2*ya+2*yc);
if (D==0), xv= kSMNdx1(jj);
else xv= kSMNdx1(jj)+(ya-yc)/D; end; % Vertix abscissa
D= (-16*yb+ 8*ya+ 8*yc);
if (D==0), yv= yb;
else yv= yb+ (2*yc*ya- ya*ya- yc*yc)/D; end;
% Lets check for double maxima
if ( (xv==oldxv)||(abs(yv-oldyv)/abs(xv-oldxv))> (2*intGapMax) )
xv= (xv+ oldxv)/2; yv= max(yv,oldyv);
%Double found
kSPMTim1(length(kSPMTim1))= xv; kSPMVal(length(kSPMVal))=
yv;
else
kSPMTim1= [kSPMTim1; xv]; kSPMVal=[kSPMVal; yv];
end
oldxv= xv; oldyv= yv;
end % for jj=1:quntMaxCnt
if quntMaxCnt>0
if ( kS(1) >= kSPMVal(1) )
kSPMTim1= [1; kSPMTim1]; kSPMVal=[kS(1); kSPMVal ];
%Start must be included as a Max
end
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if ( kS(end) >= kSPMVal(end))
kSPMTim1= [kSPMTim1; quntLenS]; kSPMVal=[kSPMVal;
kS(end)];
%End must be included as a Max
end
end
if quntMaxCnt==0
if ( kS(1) > kS(2) )
kSPMTim1= [1; kSPMTim1]; kSPMVal=[kS(1); kSPMVal ];
%Start must be included as a Max
end
if ( kS(end) > kS(end-1))
kSPMTim1= [kSPMTim1; quntLenS]; kSPMVal=[kSPMVal;
kS(end)];
%End must be included as a Max
end
end
if quntMaxCnt<0
error('rGetPMaxs_s: Invalid MaxCnt value');
end
rPMax= sortrows([kSPMTim1, kSPMVal]);
end
%---------- make at 17-Jul-07 10:16:59.44
function rPMin= rGetPMins_s(aS)
%Get Parabolic Mins,
plateaus out
%
build 20070612001
kS= aS(:);
quntLenS=length(kS);
quntMinCnt=0;
kSMNdx1= []; kSMVal=[];
%signal S Minima indices and values
kSPMTim1= []; kSPMVal=[];
%signal S Parabolic Minima times
and values
if (quntLenS>2)
%if signal has enough length
for Cnt=2:(quntLenS-1) %search the Mins
if ( ((kS(Cnt) < kS(Cnt+1))) && ((kS(Cnt) <= kS(Cnt-1)))
|| ((kS(Cnt) <= kS(Cnt+1))) && ((kS(Cnt) < kS(Cnt-1))) )
quntMinCnt=quntMinCnt+1;
kSMNdx1= [kSMNdx1; Cnt]; kSMVal=[kSMVal; kS(Cnt)];
end
end
end
% Now we have the Mins, lets get the Parabolic Mins
oldxv= -Inf; oldyv= -Inf;
intGapMax= max(kS)-min(kS);
for jj=1:quntMinCnt
%for all Mins
%xa= -1; xb= 0; xc= 1;
ya= kS(kSMNdx1(jj)-1); % Sample point before
yb= kS(kSMNdx1(jj));
% Sample point, == kSMVal(jj)
yc= kS(kSMNdx1(jj)+1); % Sample point after
D= (-4*yb+2*ya+2*yc);
if (D==0), xv= kSMNdx1(jj);
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else xv= kSMNdx1(jj)+(ya-yc)/D; end; % Vertix abscissa
D= (-16*yb+ 8*ya+ 8*yc);
if (D==0), yv= yb;
else yv= yb+ (2*yc*ya- ya*ya- yc*yc)/D; end;
% Lets check for double minima
if ( (xv==oldxv)||(abs(yv-oldyv)/abs(xv-oldxv))> (2*intGapMax) )
xv= (xv+ oldxv)/2; yv= min(yv,oldyv);
%Double found
kSPMTim1(length(kSPMTim1))= xv; kSPMVal(length(kSPMVal))=
yv;
else
kSPMTim1= [kSPMTim1; xv]; kSPMVal=[kSPMVal; yv];
end
oldxv= xv; oldyv= yv;
end % for jj=1:quntMinCnt
if quntMinCnt>0
if ( kS(1) <= kSPMVal(1) )
kSPMTim1= [1; kSPMTim1]; kSPMVal=[kS(1); kSPMVal ];
%Start must be included as a Min
end
if ( kS(end) <= kSPMVal(end))
kSPMTim1= [kSPMTim1; quntLenS]; kSPMVal=[kSPMVal;
kS(end)];
%End must be included as a Min
end
end
if quntMinCnt==0
if ( kS(1) < kS(2) )
kSPMTim1= [1; kSPMTim1]; kSPMVal=[kS(1); kSPMVal];
%Start must be included as a Min
end
if ( kS(end) < kS(end-1))
kSPMTim1= [kSPMTim1; quntLenS]; kSPMVal=[kSPMVal;
kS(end)];
%End must be included as a Min
end
end
if quntMinCnt<0
error('rGetPMins_s: Invalid MinCnt value');
end
rPMin= sortrows([kSPMTim1, kSPMVal]);
end
%---------- make at 17-Jul-07 10:16:59.44
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APPENDIX B. Predicted Modes Shapes
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APPENDIX C. Tapping Mechanism Design
Tapping mechanism_V1

Tapping mechanism_V2_extended
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Tapping mechanism_V3_extended
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CFRP tubes use standard sizing:
•

19mm OD inner tube

•

20mm IDouter tube

tapperV1_asm.stp

tapperV2_extended
_asm.stp
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tapperV3_extended
_asm.stp

